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Becoming a mother is a 
wonderful thing, the pain 
aside! Holding my baby in 
my arms that first time, I 

fell in love instantly. MasterChef 
star Gregg Wallace and his lovely 
wife Anna, who is only 33, have 
this week chosen to share with us 

the very sad news that they are unable to have 
any more children. 

Anna suffers from endometriosis – a 
condition which attacks the lining of the womb 
– and despite her young age, has been told by 
doctors she needs a hysterectomy. But despite 
this, she considers herself lucky. Lucky enough 
to have had the chance of becoming a mum 
once. That, she says, is enough for her. 

I applaud her honesty. When I was told (while 
trying for baby number two) that I was suffering 

from second time infertility, I wasn’t so honest 
and I hid the disappointment and jealousy I felt 
of other pregnant mums well. But it’s good to 
talk and it’s clear to see that where the Wallaces 
are concerned, home is certainly where the 
family is.

Talking of homes, I have to mention  
the festive wonderland created by The  
Real Housewives Of Cheshire star Tanya 
Bardsley and footballer husband Phil (see  
page 48). 

I mean, that’s what 
you call Christmas 
decorations! I don’t 
even celebrate 
Christmas because I’m 
Jewish, but after seeing 
those pictures, I’m off  
to convert!
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Gregg and Anna 
absolutely adore 
Sid who they call 
their ‘miracle baby’
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AGAINST�ALL�ODDS

‘IT’S�SAD�WE�CAN’T�
HAVE�ANY�MORE�
CHILDREN��BUT�
SID’S�OUR�LITTLE�

MIRACLE’�
GREGG�AND�ANNA�WALLACE�INVITE�OK!’S�ANNABEL�
ZAMMIT�TO�CATCH�UP�WITH�THEIR�GORGEOUS�BABY�
SID�AND�REVEAL�THE�LIFE-ALTERING�OPERATION�

THAT�ANNA�WILL�SOON�UNDERGO

When we arrive at Gregg and 
Anna Wallace’s country 
home, the MasterChef 
presenter has just returned 

from his daily gym session and his wife is 
serving him a pile of bacon medallions, 
poached eggs and avocado on white 
bread. Their adorable seven-month-
old son, Sid, is by their side in his baby 
rocker in the kitchen.

Theirs is a happy family unit, despite 
the couple – who married three years 
ago – admitting to receiving some 
negativity in the past over their 21-year 
age gap. However, while they’re looking 
forward to Christmas with Gregg’s older 
children Tom, 25, and Libby, 22, and 
Anna’s parents, who live with them at 
their five-bedroom Kent home, Anna 
tells OK! that she’s booked in for a life-
altering operation in the new year.

Having suffered from endometriosis 
since her teens, the mum of one is set 
to have part of her intestine removed 
and, at the age of 33, a complete 
hysterectomy due to the severity of the 
condition. This means Anna will never 
be able to have another child. 

‘I’m not looking forward to Anna 
having the operation, but I’m looking 
forward to her being out of pain,’ Gregg 
tells us.

Doctors have told the couple it 
was surprising they were ever able to 
conceive Sid given the extent of the 
condition, and Anna says having her 

‘miracle son’ has made the operation 
easier to come to terms with.

‘If I had to have a hysterectomy 
without having a child, it would have 
been horrendous,’ says Anna, who is 
happy speaking out about her chronic 
condition to raise awareness.

Here, the couple, who met on Twitter 
back in 2013, talk about their happy, 
traditional relationship and Gregg 
reveals why he has no plans to slow 
down workwise, despite feeling like he’s 
missing out on family life…

We’re sorry to hear you’ve got  
to have a hysterectomy, Anna. How 
are you feeling? 
My endometriosis, which I’ve suffered 
with all my adult life, returned severely 
after I had Sid. It’s so bad I also have to 
have part of my intestine removed, as 
it has attacked my bowel, too. It causes 
me a lot of pain. It’s a big operation and 
I’ll be in hospital for about ten days with 
three months recovery.
Gregg: Our doctor still can’t believe 
how Sid was conceived with the severe 
endometriosis Anna suffers from.
Anna: He’s an absolute miracle.

Do you struggle day to day with  
pain, Anna?
I do. I’m on pain relief every day. After 
the operation, there’s less chance of it 
coming back again. I just want to get 
rid of it and recover. I’ve suffered since 
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Gregg admits some may find his 
relationship old-fashioned, but 
tells OK!: ‘Anna and I just work’



I was 16 years old but it was years before I was 
properly diagnosed.

How do you feel about not being able to 
have more children? 
Anna: It’s sad we can’t have any more children 
but I’ve always said I’m happy with one. I  
feel lucky.
Gregg: I was always happy with one, as I’m too 
old anyway! Although, if Anna could have had 
another then I would have entertained the idea.

It must be hard coming to terms with having 
a hysterectomy at a young age…
Anna: It is, but thankfully I’ve got Sid. If I had 
to have this operation without having a child 
it would have been horrendous. I’ll be on HRT 
permanently afterwards, so that I’m not up and 
down with hormones. It will be a slow, long 
recovery but it’s great that my mum lives with 
us full time and she’ll be here to help. After my 
dad sells his business in Coventry, he’s going to 
come and live here, too.

Is there ever any tension having your 
parents living under the same roof?
Anna: None. If we didn’t all get on, it would be  
a nightmare!
Gregg: Anna and her mum are so similar! 
Everything that takes the focus away from me 
making money; cooking, cleaning and taking 
care of the home is looked after by them. It 
works for us. Our traditional home life wouldn’t 

suit everyone, but we’re happy. I think it must be 
hard for modern women to have a high-flying 
career and also be a mum without support. It’s 
easier if one of the parents can be at home and 
it’s even easier if the grandparents are too!

Sid’s gorgeous! How’s he doing?
Anna: He’s great! He’s started eating and talking. 
It feels like he’s always been here.
Gregg: But I’m not here enough. I’m often only 
home for two nights a week due to work. I’m 
busier than ever, but I miss Sid.

Do you feel like you’re missing out, Gregg?
Gregg: I really do. I’m so busy that I have to 
schedule and diarise playtime with my son! 
Anna recently said I should take some time off 
and she doesn’t usually say that.
Anna: It would be good for your health  
and sanity! 

Would you consider winding down  
some of your TV work to have more  
family time?
No. The most important thing is our financial 
security. I want to get the house done, pay the 
mortgage off and have a pension pot. We’re 
getting there but I’m not going to stop until we 
do. I don’t have any ambition to have yachts 
and helicopters, I just want my family to feel 
secure as I had very little growing up.

Is the idea of being poor again your 
nightmare, Gregg?
Yes, that’s what keeps me going and why I work 
all the time. Money gives you safety. I balance 
not seeing my son as much as I’d like with 
knowing I provide for everyone.  

Anna, do you have career ambitions?
No. I’m happy being a stay-at-home wife. Our 
rule is that I do everything inside the home and 
Gregg does everything outside. I want to look 
after the home and that suits us.
Gregg: If Anna did want to do something, I’d 
support her but she feels the biggest impact 
Anna she has is doing what she does at home.

Does Anna’s mum still have Sid in her 
bedroom at night for half the week?
Gregg: Yes. When I come home the baby goes 
in with Nonna, as it is so important we have some 
alone time together. I told my son the other day 
and he said: ‘Well of course. 
She’s good looking and half 
your age!’ I do ask Anna if 
she has an old  
man fetish. I joke that if we 
split up I’d find her hanging 
around bowls clubs [laughs]!
Anna: [Laughs]. Course I 
don’t! I just fell in love with 
Gregg and the age has 
never bothered me.

Does the age gap ever 
bother you, Gregg?
I do wonder if people 
think I’m Sid’s Grandad!
Anna: Gregg sometimes 
avoids holding my hand  
in public…

Gregg: I worry about how people are going  
to judge Anna. Look, I’ve got it wrong in my 
past three marriages but I don’t think I did 
anything differently before. Anna and I just 
work. We don’t ever argue, which is much to 
do with Anna being a ludicrously calm person. 
I also think our roles are so clearly defined that 
there’s no crossover, so there’s no jealousy.

Considering your old-fashioned relationship, 
you met in a modern way – on Twitter – 
didn’t you?
Anna: I asked Gregg for advice on a rhubarb 
recipe! I think social media’s cool as you can 

converse but it’s not a 
dating site.
Gregg: How do people 
meet people now? If I 
was a single man and 
met someone through 
work I’d be too scared to 
say anything, so maybe 
social media is the safest 
place to meet!

Gregg, you’ve 
documented your 
efforts in the gym 
on Instagram. How’s 
training going?
I work out every day, as 
I work in an incredibly 
image conscious 
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‘I�DO�WONDER�IF�
PEOPLE�THINK�I’M�
SID’S�GRANDDAD!’

Above: OK! loved seeing how much 
seven-month-old Sid has grown 
after visiting the new family shortly 
after he was born (below)
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‘I’m so busy that I have to 
schedule and diarise playtime 
with my son!’ says Gregg
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industry and I want to look as well as I can on telly. 
Although, Anna’s told me to stop showing my 
chest on social media!

You were both pictured at John Torode’s recent 
wedding to Lisa Faulkner. How was it?
Gregg: It was a gloriously happy occasion. There 
was lots of singing, laughing and cheering. It was  
a great deal of fun and I’m really happy for them.  

MasterChef: The Professionals is back.  
Do you like working with Marcus Wareing  
and Monica Galetti?
Gregg: It’s more fun working with John! Those two 
are Michelin-starred chefs and they’re so serious! I 
love them and they’re delightful but I can’t stress 
enough the impact bad food has on them. They 
get really down to the point where they get angry!

You’ve done Strictly. Would you do another 
reality show, like I’m A Celeb?
Gregg: Yes! But they’d have to pay enough to pay 
off the mortgage. 

Gregg, how would you fare with delights such 
as kangaroo testicles?
I’d have no problem, as I eat everything. Once, 
when I was in Greece, I was served a whole sheep’s 
head, including eyeballs. I was eating the brains 
and scraping meat off its face. I even had a slice  
of the crunchy eyeball. Something undercooked  
or over-seasoned troubles me more. I’d rather eat 
a whole sheep’s head than an over-seasoned rib  
of beef!
STOCKISTS: BURTON WWW.BURTON.CO.UK; CRIBSTAR WWW.CRIBSTAR.
CO.UK; COS WWW.COSSTORES.COM; GODDIVA WWW.GODDIVA.CO.UK; 
HAWES AND CURTIS WWW.HAWESANDCURTIS.CO.UK, HUGO BOSS WWW.
HUGOBOSS.COM JUSTINE CULLEN JUSTINECULLEN.COM; MARKS AND 
SPENCER WWW.MARKSANDSPENCER.COM; MATALAN WWW.MATALAN.
CO.UK; NEW LOOK WWW.NEWLOOK.COM; PRIMARK WWW.PRIMARK.COM; 
SUSANNAH HALL SUSANNAHHALL.COM; TODS WWW.TODS.COM.

TWITTER.COM/ANNABEL_ZAMMIT   PHOTOGRAPHS BY TONY WARD   
ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS BY BBC/SHINE TV   STYLING BY RACHEL 

GOLD   HAIR AND MAKE-UP BY JOLANDA COETZER

OK!

‘I�BALANCE�NOT�
SEEING�MY�SON�AS�

MUCH�AS�I’D�LIKE�WITH�
KNOWING�I�PROVIDE�

FOR�EVERYONE’

Gregg with Monica Galetti and 
Marcus Wareing on MasterChef: 
The Professionals 
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Endometriosis is an often painful disorder 

where tissue similar to the lining of the 
womb starts to grow in other places. The 
severity of endometriosis varies and it’s 
thought one in ten women in the UK suffer 
from it. Symptoms can include painful periods 
and bowel movements, fatigue and painful 
sex. Many celebrities have spoken out about 
the condition, including Saira Khan, Emma 
Bunton and Girls actress Lena Dunham – who 
described the pain she experienced as ‘a 
fire slashing through her uterus’ and had a 
complete hysterectomy aged 31 because of it.

FOR MORE INFORMATION GO TO: WWW.NHS.UK/CONDITIONS/
ENDOMETRIOSIS/

LIVING�WITH�ENDOMETRIOSIS
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KATE�THE�GREAT

‘SHE’S�A�
BIT�OF�A�
COUGAR’
KATE�GARRAWAY’S�BIG�BOSS�
TELLS�US�WHY�HE’S�ENJOYING�

WATCHING�HER�SUFFER!
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When Kate Garraway 
offered her camp bed 
to James Haskell he 
described her as 

‘one of the nicest people I’ve 
ever met’. And he’s not the 
only person who thinks so. 
Her boss at Good Morning 
Britain, Neil Thompson, tells 
OK! that she’s loved by all, 
including Piers Morgan! ‘She’s 
very popular in the studio, and 
a rare breed – a presenter without 
any ego,’ he explained. ‘Everyone is 
supporting her. I can’t imagine another 
member of our team getting such universal support. Piers 
has been watching very closely, and in his own way he’ll 
be rooting for her. He’ll enjoy every bit of discomfort that 
she goes through too, and take pleasure in everything that 
she has to chow down on.’ And Neil can’t help but agree: 
‘There’s no point sending her to the other side of the world 
if she isn’t going to suffer.’

While Kate’s appearance in the jungle was a surprise 
to some viewers, Neil has been in on the secret since the 
summer, along with her husband Derek Draper. ‘I told her: 
“You can win this!” She’s a bit of a cougar, so I told her to 
find her inner-Courteney Cox. Her character jumps off the 
screen. Plus she’s hot!’ 

But was he shocked when she discussed her 14-day 
sex challenge with Derek, or when she told Ant and 
Dec that she had insects in her ‘noo-noo’? ‘She’s very 
open. There is no filter, and she’s totally authentic. 
That’s why she’ll do so well in the jungle. The only 
person she needs to look out for is Caitlyn. She is 
nailing it!’

One of the biggest challenges for the 52 year 
old will be the shortage of food. ‘She’s the second 
biggest consumer of confectionary in the studio after 
Laura Tobin. She will literally empty an entire box of 
chocolates. Kate will miss that sugar fix, but she’ll find 
other ways to supplement that energy.’ He joked: 
‘Maybe a sheep teat or a kangaroo testicle – she’ll  
have a go.’

The 4am starts have likely prepared Kate, who has 
children Darcey, 13, and ten-year-old Billy, for sleepless 
nights in the jungle. ‘Even on a lack of sleep she 
remains personable, and never forgets her humour,’ 
Neil revealed. ‘But you will know from the state of her 
hair how much sleep she’s had. The ponytails are when 
there has been less, I definitely prefer her hair down.’

While she may enjoy partaking in some harmless 
flirting, Neil said: ‘There’s been some people reading 
into her flirtation with James Haskell, but I don’t think 
that’s going to lead to a swing in the hammock. James 
is married to Chloe, who is the daughter of Richard 
Madeley – a close member of the GMB family, and Kate 
is very much in love with Derek.’

Above: Kate is a ‘rare breed’ 
and has ‘no ego’, says 
boss Neil Thompson (inset 
left).  Below: With fellow 
campmate James Haskell

OK!
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campmate James Haskell
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PROUD�OF�THEIR�‘JUNGLE�JAC’

‘JACQUELINE�IS�DOING�
I’M�A�CELEB� 

FOR�HERSELF��NOT� 
HER�MARRIAGE’

JACQUELINE�JOSSA’S�FAMILY�SPEAK�
TO�OK!’S�KIRSTY�HATCHER�ABOUT�

HOW�THE�STAR�IS�GETTING�ON�IN�THE�
JUNGLE�AND�WHY�THEY�DON’T�GET�

INVOLVED�IN�HER�MARRIAGE

Despite her previous marriage woes with 
Dan Osborne, Jacqueline Jossa’s mum 
Selina and sister Katrina say the I’m A 
Celebrity – Get Me Out Of Here! star 

will ‘definitely’ be missing her husband during 
her time in the jungle. 

The couple suffered a rocky patch last year 
amid cheating claims – something Dan, 28, has 
always denied – but the pair have appeared to 
get things back on track.

Katrina tells OK! of the couple’s relationship: 
‘Everything is good at the moment and  
they’re getting on well so everyone will be  
able to see that.’ Selina adds: ‘If she’s happy, 
we’re happy.’ 

Dan has been supporting his wife every step 
of the way, even wearing matching ‘Team Jac’ 
tops with their daughters Ella, four, and one-
year-old Mia, and his son Teddy, five. 

And despite taking on her fears in the nail-
biting challenges, Katrina says missing her 
children is what will become the hardest part 
of the experience for the former EastEnders 
actress, 27. 

Here, Katrina and Selina tell OK! how they 
think their ‘Jungle Jac’ is doing...

Jacqueline said this is the first time she’s 
doing something for herself. Are you glad to 
see her doing the show? 
Katrina: Definitely. Obviously there’s been a lot 
going on over the last few years and she’s had 

children so it’s nice to 
see her spending time 
thinking about herself. 
We encouraged her to 
do the show. 
Selina: She’s been 
asked loads of times 
before to do it and 
she’d always say: ‘I’d 
never do that.’ So she’s stronger now. 
Katrina: I think she was ready for a challenge. 
She’s pushing herself now.

Will the show make her more confident? 
Selina: She’s the most confident person I 
know but when you’re a mum, you have other 
things to think about and you lose it a little bit. 
I think it will help her mentally being in there. 
It makes you think straight when you just have 
yourself to focus on. I hope she gets a bit fitter 
before she comes out because she’ll feel better 
in herself. She’s really not worried about her 
weight, though. 

Is Dan looking after the kids  
by himself? 
Selina: Yes, he’s doing really 
well actually. I thought he’d be 
ringing up more! 
Katrina: It’s nice that he’s 
taken them under his wing 
and is looking after them.   
Selina: We’re going to take 
the kids over to Australia 
for two weeks soon. Dan is 
working so he will come over 
after that and then we’ll all come 
back to the UK together.

How is everything with Dan and Jacqueline?
Katrina: We don’t get involved in their 
relationship but we’re happy if Jacqueline is 
happy. Everything seems great at the moment. 
Selina: If she’s happy, we’re happy. We’ll 
always be there for Jac no matter what anyway. 

Is I’m A Celeb a two fingers up to those 
who have criticised their relationship?
Katrina: The jungle isn’t about their 
relationship, it’s about Jacqueline trying to get 

over the challenge of it. Everything is good 
and they’re getting on. She will definitely be 
missing Dan. 

What did you think about Jacqueline saying 
she felt some people pitied her?
Katrina: I think with all the press around her 
over the last few years, that could be how she 
comes across. But these people don’t know 
her. She will continue to show how strong she is 
with the challenges. 
Selina: They should say it to her face! She’ll 
stand up for herself. 

How much will she be missing the kids? 
Katrina: She’ll really be missing them. 

I think that may become a bit of an 
issue for her. 

Selina: She is doing it for them 
and wants to show them you 
can push yourself. If she’d got 
her luxury item, which was a 
cushion with the kids’ faces 
on, she would’ve cried. 
Katrina: But we believe she 

will stick it out. 

What’s annoys Jacqueline? 
Katrina: She’ll be impatient with 

the cooking. She’s hilarious but when 
she’s hungry she does get moody!

She was very excited about meeting Caitlyn 
Jenner, wasn’t she? 
Katrina: Jacqueline loves the Kardashians. I still 
don’t think she’ll be able to believe that she’s in 
there with her. She’d like to be friends with all 
of them! OK!

12

Left: Dan 
and the 
kids are 

supporting 
Jacqueline 

(right) at 
home

Jacqueline’s sister and mum 
said they ‘encouraged’ her 

to do the show

TWITTER.COM/KIRSTY_HATCHER    
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‘She’s the 
most confident 
person I know,’ 

Selina says of 
her daughter 

Jacqueline



Bugs and Bushtucker Trials have got 
nothing on I’m A Celebrity… Get Me 
Out Of Here! campmate, Caitlyn Jenner. 
And the iconic jungle shower doesn’t 

faze her either! Caitlyn, formerly known as 
Bruce, was the first female contestant this 
year to strip off and jump in. And when OK! 
exclusively catches up with her son Brandon, 
38, he laughs: ‘I’m not surprised by that!’

Caitlyn continues to be referred to as 
‘dad’ by her children. As well as Brandon and 
his brother Brody, 36, whose mum is Linda 
Thompson, Caitlyn’s other kids are Burt, 41, 
and Cassandra, 39, from her first marriage to 
Chrystie Scott. She shares daughters Kendall, 
24, and Kylie, 22, with Kris Jenner. And though 
Caitlyn’s mother recently revealed that her 
relationship with former step children Kim, 
Khloé, Kourtney and Rob Kardashian ‘is good 
but slow moving’, it’s been reported that Kris 
is terrified that Caitlyn, 70, is set to spill the 
family’s secrets!

Caitlyn now lives with her partner Sophia 
Hutchins in Malibu, and the 23 year old has 
admitted that being out of touch has been 
‘difficult to deal with’. 

Here, OK! chats to musician Brandon, who is 
expecting twins with girlfriend Cayley Stoker, to 

get the lowdown  
on his famous dad...

Your dad did the US 
version of the show 
in 2003, when she 
was still known as 
Bruce. Did you  
think she was crazy 
to sign up again?
I thought she was a 
little bit crazy for sure. 
I don’t know why she 
would want to do it 
again! It’s definitely 
a challenge but she 
is uniquely built for 
challenges like this. 

She was first of the female 
contestants in the shower. Do 
you think she’s more confident since she 
transitioned?
She has always acted very confidently but in 
different ways. Now she has a lot of confidence in 
who she is as a person and her appearance. This 
is the person that she always envisioned seeing 
when she looked in the mirror. So to actually see 

that person in 
her reflection just 
gives her a sense 
of boldness and 
fitting in. 

She hasn’t 
seemed fazed 
by skydiving or 
Bushtucker Trials. 
Is there anything 
that scares her?
I don’t want 
to expose her 
weaknesses to the 
show producers 
[laughs]! I don’t 
think so. She is 
pretty fearless. 
She is not 
really afraid of 
anything. My 
dad is definitely 
a daredevil. She’s 
up for anything. 

Was taking part and being 
away from her family a tough 

decision for her?
Yeah. Actually, I think that would be 

what she’ll fear the most, being away 
from comforts and the people she loves 

most. That would be, for me, the scariest 
thing and we are quite similar. 

She’s one of the favourites to win... 
I wouldn’t be surprised if she did! She just has 
an inherent ability to see herself across the 
finish line. But she’s a good winner so it doesn’t 
p**s people off because people around her are 
like: ‘Well, she deserved it.’ 

Have you met Caitlyn’s partner Sophia?
Of course. I haven’t spoken to her since my dad 
has been gone but I know she’s very supportive. 

What do you think about their age gap? 
It’s not something that I would want to speak 
about because I don’t really know what their 
relationship is, if I’m totally honest. 

Your dad is reportedly the highest paid 
contestant of all time at £500,000!
That’s funny. If that’s true then good for her! 
She’s worth every cent. 

Your dad has always been one of the biggest 
fans of your music too...
Yes, always! On my latest EP, the songs  
are snapshots of what I was feeling and  
felt like expressing at any given time. Music  
is all I’ve ever done and it’s always been a  
little overshadowed. 
BRANDON’S LATEST EP ‘PLAN ON FEELINGS’ IS AVAILABLE ON 
SPOTIFY NOW. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON BRANDON’S MUSIC 
VISIT WWW.BRANDONJENNERMUSIC.COM
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WHY�HE�THINKS�CAITLYN�IS�‘BUILT’�
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Brandon with dad 
Caitlyn Jenner and mum 
Linda Thompson
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Caitlyn’s girlfriend Sophia 
Hutchins (left) is supportive of 

her decision to enter the jungle    

OK!Caitlyn was 
first in the 

jungle shower
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LEAVING�HIS�FAMILY�FOR�THE�JUNGLE

‘SINCE�
BECOMING�
A�DAD�I�CRY�

AND�GET�
EMOTIONAL� 

A�LOT!’
AHEAD�OF�HIS�STINT�ON�I’M�A�CELEB��SOAP�STAR�
ANDY�WHYMENT�AND�HIS�WIFE�NICHOLA�TALK�TO�
OK!’S�KAT�ROMERO�ABOUT�SHEDDING�TEARS���
MAKING�THEIR�MARRIAGE�WORK�AND�WHAT� 
HE’LL�STRUGGLE�MOST�WITH�IN�THE�JUNGLE

Andy Whyment may have entered the 
jungle four days later than the rest, but 
he has certainly won over I’m A Celeb 
viewers already! The star left fans in 

hysterics when he had a laughing fit during his 
first Bushtucker Trial alongside new campmate 
Cliff Parisi, despite having his hands full of fish 
guts and rotten offal! ‘I b****y love this show!’ 
he giggled. 

Andy insists that while I’m A Celeb is 
renowned for its nail-biting trials, it’ll be 
spending time away from his family that will 
prove the hardest challenge, admitting: ‘It’s 
the no contact that will be so tough to deal 
with.’ But ‘extremely proud’ wife Nichola, 32, 
is cheering the Coronation Street star on from 
home with their two children Thomas, 11, and 
Hollie, nine. 

‘He did great on the Bushtucker Trial but 
was absolutely hopeless as he was laughing 
so much! I’ve not seen him laugh that much 
in so long,’ says Nichola, adding: ‘The kids 
stay up and watch it and are absolutely 
loving it. They were in stitches laughing at 
their dad!’ 

Ahead of his stint, OK! caught up with the 
couple and it’s hard to believe it’s been 12 
years since the pair invited us to celebrate 
their fairy-tale wedding. 

Andy, 38, has played fan favourite 
Kirk Sutherland on Corrie for almost two 
decades after first gracing our screens 
in 2000, but he says he’s excited for 
the viewers to get to see the real him. 
‘Everyone tells me I’m a nice guy so I’m not 
worried,’ he laughs.

Here, Andy – who has reportedly  
recently signed a new £125,000-a-year 
contract for the soap – and Nichola open 
up about keeping their marriage strong and 
how they’ll cope being apart...

Andy, what made you decide to do I’m  
A Celeb?
I’ve always loved the show and wanted to do 
it. One day I went into work at Corrie and our 
press officer called me in and asked if I’d be 
interested, so I went for the interview with the 
producers back in April. Soon after that, I was 
on set and got called back in to a meeting with 
our press officer and she told me: ‘Pack your 
bags, they want you!’

Nichola, how did you feel about him going 
into the jungle?
We had a proper conversation about it before 
he made a decision. I told him to go for it but 
I said I couldn’t do it. I couldn’t be away from 
the kids for that long. Not unless I was offered a 
life-changing amount of money. 

Andy 
on I’m A 
Celeb
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Andy and 
Nichola 

share 
children 

Hollie and 
Thomas



Andy, what’s going to be the most 
challenging thing for you to face in there?
I’m not scared of spiders – my brother had 
a tarantula growing up. And I’m okay with 
snakes, too. For me, the hardest part will be the 
no contact with my family. Even when I work 
away from home, I can call Nic and FaceTime 
the kids. But I have to spend a week before 
entering the jungle in lockdown with no contact 
and then potentially an extra couple of weeks 
in the show.
Nichola: That first week will be horrible  
for us all but once he’s on TV, I’ll feel better 
because I can see him and make sure  
he’s doing okay. I’m flying out to Australia 
with the kids so I’ll also be there as soon  
as he leaves. 

How do you think you’ll get on with the 
eating challenges, Andy?
I think the hardest part will be the hunger. 
My co-star Jennie [McAlpine] did the show in 
2017 and warned me about how hungry you 
get when you’re on basic rations. Antony 
Cotton also did the show in 2011 and he 
said: ‘You’re gonna be starving, mate!’ 
Nichola: You do get hangry…
Andy: I just love my food! There’s a joke 
on the Corrie set that as soon as they 
announce it’s lunchtime, I bomb it straight 
to the canteen. Sometimes the cast have 
physically held me back to stop me getting 

to the queue first! I’ve got a little pot belly, so 
maybe it’ll be good for getting rid of that. As 
for the gross eating challenges, I think that’s a 
lot about mindset. When you want to do well 
for your camp and you’re starving, I’m sure you 
find a way to power through it.

I’m A Celeb can push people to their limits, 
do you think you’ll get emotional?
Andy: I never used to cry at things but since 
becoming a dad, I get emotional watching my 

children do well and feeling proud. Maybe you 
will see me cry when I’m in there.
Nichola: 100 percent you will cry! I’ve told him 
he needs to sort his head out beforehand and 
mentally prepare for how hard it will be to be 
away from us. He’s been told by castmates who 
have done the show before how slowly time 
goes in there, so weeks can feel like months.

You’re such a loved character on Corrie, are 
you nervous about whether people will like 

the real you, Andy?
I’m not nervous because everyone tells 
me I’m a nice guy. I’m just me. I’ve 
done reality shows before like Soapstar 
Superstar and Dancing On Ice but this 
is the first time I’ll be filmed 24 hours a 
day. I’m just going to go in there and 
be myself and hope people like me. 

You’re going in late, how do you 
think you’ll adjust?
Coming in later has worked out great 
in a way because it’s meant a few 
more extra days at home with my 
family before I fly out. But I am a little 
concerned about the bed situation. 
Everyone will have got in there first  
and picked a spot. I’d give up my  
bed for a female campmate but I 
wouldn’t expect someone to do the 
same for me. 
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Right and facing page: 
Nichola says: ‘I’ve told 
him [Andy] he needs to 
sort his head out [before 
going into the jungle].  
Bottom: On Corrie
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Who of your campmates are you most 
excited to meet?
I’ve not met any of them before so it’ll be 
nice to get to know a new set of people. I 
think me and Ian Wright are going to get on 
really well as we can just talk about football. 
I don’t know what to expect with Caitlyn 
Jenner. Nic loves Keeping Up With The 
Kardashians so I’ve watched that, but back 
when she was Bruce. She seems like a lovely 
person. I’m glad there’s people like Nadine 
Coyle and Kate Garraway in there who have 
kids because I can 
talk to them when 
I’m really missing 
home and we  
can be there for 
each other. 

You’ve been 
together for 16 
years, what’s the 
secret to a happy 
relationship?
Nichola: People say you have to work on a 
marriage but we don’t. We get on so well.
Andy: We rarely fight. We might have a few 
disagreements a year, but that’s about it.
Nichola: He won’t take me on, that’s what 
works with us. I moan a lot at him and he lets 
it in one ear and out the other.

How did you first meet?
Andy: I was living with my co-star Alan 
Halsall and one of my mates fancied one of 
Nic’s mates. A gang of about 14 of us would 

go out together and one night me and Nic 
just ended up copping off.
Nichola: Copping off? [Laughs].
Andy: Yeah! That was 16 years ago now. We 
got married in 2007 and now we’ve got kids. 
Time flies but we’re the same people. 

Your first big TV role was on The Royle 
Family as Anthony’s best mate Darren. 
What was that like to film?
It was an incredible experience. I was only 18 
when I auditioned and I had to read lines in 

front of Caroline 
Aherne and Craig 
Cash. When I 
walked in, I called 
Caroline Mrs 
Merton to break 
the ice! I found  
out on the train 
home that I’d got 
the part.

And what was life like on set?
It was wonderful. Caroline was brilliant and 
would buy a lottery ticket for every member 
of the cast and crew. The famous scene of 
me and Ralf [Little] doing impressions of Ali 
G wasn’t rehearsed. We were messing about 
between takes and Caroline loved it so much 
she put it in the show.

Are you prepared for the new level of 
fame I’m A Celeb will give you?
Jennie already warned me about that. She 
said the first month after you come out is 

‘HE�WON’T�TAKE�
ME�ON��THAT’S�
WHAT�WORKS�

WITH�US’
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‘I’m just going to 
go in there and 
be myself and 

hope people like 
me,’ Andy says of 
entering the I’m A 

Celeb jungle
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Above and facing page: 
‘I’m home in the evenings 
with my family – that’s what 
matters,’ Andy says of why 
he loves working on Corrie
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crazy because a lot of people who don’t 
watch Corrie will watch I’m A Celeb. It 
can open up a lot of new possibilities, 
so we’ll see what happens.

You’ve been in Coronation Street 
for 19 years now. Could you ever 
imagine leaving?
I’ve always said as long as they have 
me, I’ll stay. I love going to work and 
the job gives me a good life balance. 
It’s not always five days a week and I’m 
home in the evenings with my family. At 
the end of the day, that’s what matters. 
Having a job I love but also something 
that gives me time with my loved ones. 

Do you think you can win I’m  
A Celeb?
I’m not going in there with the aim to 
win. I just want to experience it all and 
winning would be a bonus!
STOCKISTS: BODEN WWW.BODEN.CO.UK/EN-GB; 
CONVERSE WWW.CONVERSE.COM; H&M WWW2.
HM.COM/EN_GB; M&S WWW.MARKSANDSPENCER.COM; 
REISS WWW.REISS.COM; RIVER ISLAND WWW.RIVERISLAND.
COM; TOPMAN WWW.TOPMAN.COM; TOPSHOP WWW.
TOPSHOP.COM; WAREHOUSE WWW.WAREHOUSE.CO.UK; 
ZARA WWW.ZARA.COM/UK

TWITTER.COM/KATMAYROMERO   PHOTOGRAPHY 
BY TONY WARD   ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS BY 

SHUTTERSTOCK   STYLING BY CHARLOTTE BURTON    
HAIR AND MAKE-UP BY LOU ROTHWELL

OK!
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THINGS�ARE�HOTTING�UP�BETWEEN�
THOM�EVANS�AND�NICOLE�

SCHERZINGER��BUT�THIS�ISN’T�THEIR�
FIRST�ATTEMPT�AT�ROMANCE…
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Rugby player Thom Evans’s 

raunchy performances on 
The X Factor: Celebrity have 
delighted many watching at 

home, but judge Nicole Scherzinger 
has been particularly enchanted.

The pair are rumoured to have 
taken their friendship to the next 
level and are now romantically 
involved. But a close friend of 
Thom’s has exclusively told OK! that 
they have a history: ‘After meeting 
at the Global Gift Gala in 2014 
[hosted by Eva Longoria], Thom and 
Nicole completely hit it off. Thom 
knew all the right things to say.’ 

Nicole, 41, who was at the time 
in an on/off relationship with Lewis 
Hamilton, is said to have found 
him ‘adorable’. After their chance 
meeting they had ‘a bit of fun’, 
which was particularly special for 
Thom, 34, as he’s ‘always had a 
massive crush on Nicole.’ 

The source continued: ‘He’s 
been very open about it, even when 
he was with Kelly Brook. It used 
to cause tension as her previous 
boyfriend, Danny Cipriani, also had 
a soft spot for Nicole.’ 

When they were reunited for the 
ITV show, Thom’s ‘little face lit up 
when he saw her again,’ his friend 
said and the pair recently enjoyed 
an evening at Tape nightclub, but 
exited separately. Our insider said: 
‘Thom is in awe of Nicole. He loves 
everything about her. Thom would 
love for it to become more serious. 
He is interested in moving to LA for 
his acting career so it could work.’

They added: ‘He really is living 
his dream.’ Thom confirmed his 
attraction for Nicole when he called 
the singer ’amazing’, adding: ‘She’s 
stunning. And has [romance] crossed 
my mind? Yes. But we don’t have 
much time,’ he said.

SECRET�DATES�REVEALED

‘THOM�IS�
IN�AWE�OF�
NICOLE’�

Above: Thom (top 
left) has a ‘massive 
crush’ – on former 

Pussycat Doll NicoleOK!
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31 January and receive a prepaid card in 
the post soon after.

If you are unable to apply online, email: 
general.enquiries@tnlcommunityfund.org.uk 
or call: 0345 4 10 20 30 This process is managed 
by The National Lottery Community Fund. Applicants 
must be 18+. Ts&Cs apply. See website for further 
details and to check eligibility.

HIRST�TENANT�AND�
RESIDENTS�GROUP
ASHINGTON��
NORTHUMBERLAND�
Applied for funding for an 
annual programme of 
community events
The Hirst Tenant and 
Residents Group used its grant to fund 
an annual programme of fun events that 
bring people and families together. 
Activities include a bustling festive 
market, an Easter event with a bonnet 
competition, a summer fair with a dog 
show, and spooky Halloween fun.  

LOOKING�FOR�INSPIRATION?
Here are some amazing examples of 
community projects across the UK that 
have benefi tted from small grants from 
The National Lottery…

STREETWISE�COMMUNITY�
CIRCUS�BELFAST��
NORTHERN�IRELAND�
Received funding to teach 
circus skills to children and 
adults with learning 
difficulties
Streetwise Community Circus 
has been working in and around Belfast 
for more than 30 years. A team of 
talented circus performers teach skills to 
groups including children aged eight and 
up and adults with learning disabilities. 
The National Lottery grant has helped 
fund a programme using circus skills for 
the over-55s to boost physical and mental 
wellbeing and tackle social isolation.

RETREAT�INTO�
WONDERLAND
HERNE�BAY��KENT�
Received a grant�to 
fund open afternoons
This two-acre farmed 
animal rescue facility takes 
in animals from neglected backgrounds 
– current residents include pigs, chickens, 
Shetland ponies and a llama. The 
calming environment is also a haven 
for both visitors and volunteers with 
emotional and behavioural diffi culties. 
The National Lottery grant will help fund 
open days for charities, community 
groups and special schools next year.

YOUR NUMBERS MAKE AMAZING HAPPEN
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IT’S�OFFICIAL���

MEGHAN’S�
A�STYLE�
INSPO�

QUEEN!
BUT�WHY�IS�KATE�FALLING�

DOWN�THE�FASHION�RANKS?
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The Duchess of Sussex 
has been named the 
most powerful dresser 
of 2019 on Lyst’s 

annual fashion report, with 
the Duchess of Cambridge 
dropping to 11th place. 
Images of Meghan have also 
been generating more than 
double the money of Kate’s 
on Instagram. 

Elizabeth Holmes, style 
reporter and author 
of the upcoming 
book HRH: So 
Many Thoughts 
On Royal Style, 
isn’t surprised that 
Meghan’s swiped the 
influencer crown. 

OK!

‘Meghan masterfully mixes high 
and low fashion. She can wear 
Dior in Morocco [above], then 
pivot to Banana Republic in South 
Africa [le�]. She also made a lot 
of non-maternity pieces work for 
her while pregnant.’

‘People get 
excited by trends 
and newness, and 
Meghan serves 
up a lot of that.’ 
The duchess wore 
a very on-trend 
navy teddy coat 
at last month’s 
remembrance 
day service at 
Westminster 
Abbey [right].

‘They’re very different 
women with very different 
futures within the monarchy 
and I love how their style 
reflects that, but Meghan 
has brought her own fashion-
forward aesthetic to her role. 
Royal women have tended to 
dress in a feminine, timeless 
style and, yes, Meghan does 
too, but overall she’s trendier 
– just look at her teddy coat 
earlier this month.’ 

Here’s Elizabeth’s take on 
their classic versus 

contemporary 
approach to 
style…

CATCH ELIZABETH’S 
ROYAL FASHION 
COMMENTARY AT 

INSTAGRAM.
COM/
EHOLMES.

g 

at 
d the 
. 

OK!

Heres Elizabeths take on 
their classic versus

contemporary 
approach to 
style…

CATCH ELIZABETH’S 
ROYAL FASHION 
COMMENTARY AT 

INSTAGRAM.
COM/
EHOLMES.

‘The culo�es 
Kate has worn 
this autumn 
[above] are 
such a so�, 
fun take on a 
trouser. She’s 
made some 
exceptional 
style choices 
that are still  
true to her.’

‘Stepping out in another 
solid colour fit-and-flare 
dress, like her Emilia 
Wickstead [above], isn’t 
very exciting for Kate but 
that reliable style approach 
suits her more senior role.’

‘Kate as the future 
Queen consort has a 
much narrower fashion 
lane, so she sticks 
with a more classic 
look. But I loved the 
jewelled headband she 
wore at the Festival of 
Remembrance [below].’
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LIFE�LESSONS�

ARCHIE’S�FIRST�
THANKSGIVING
HOW�MEGHAN�AND�HARRY�HOPE�TO�USE�THE�HOLIDAY�
TO�HELP�THEIR�SON�APPRECIATE�HIS�AMERICAN�ROOTS�
AND�LEARN�ABOUT�LIFE�OUTSIDE�THE�PALACE�WALLS

The Duke and Duchess of Sussex 
are treating seven-month-old 
Archie to his first Thanksgiving 
this week. The national American 

holiday is a huge celebration in the US 
marked by feasting, family and football, 
but for Harry and Meghan the experience 
will carry a deeper message for their son, 
who has dual UK-US citizenship.

The couple are currently on a six-week 
break from royal duties and it is believed, 
at the time of going to press, that they’d 
flown to the States to spend the holiday 
with Meghan’s mother Doria Ragland.

‘Meghan and Doria are very close 
and the duchess will want to include 
her mother in such an important 
family occasion,’ according to royal 
commentator Katie Nicholl. ‘Meghan 
sees it as not only a time for respecting 
and reflecting, but for recognising 
Archie’s American heritage. She’s 
really keen for him to grow up with an 
appreciation of his American roots.’

As a self-confessed foodie, Katie 
says that Meghan will enjoy preparing 
a home-cooked Thanksgiving dinner, 
which traditionally features turkey, 
mashed potatoes, corn and pumpkin pie. 

‘Meghan loves being in the kitchen. 
She’s a talented chef and takes great 
pleasure in bringing people together 

Below: Archie with 
his doting parents.  
Right: Meghan with 
her ‘pretty perfect 
Thanksgiving turkey’



over a family meal,’ says Katie. ‘There won’t 
be any staff helping her – she’ll definitely be 
wearing the apron.’

Indeed on her former lifestyle blog  
The Tig, Meghan described a Thanksgiving 
dinner with all the trimmings that would 
make you feel like ‘The King or Queen of 
happy bellies and full hearts!’ In 2016, she 
was very keen to show off her barbecue 
skills on Instagram, posing with her ‘pretty 
perfect Thanksgiving turkey’.

The holiday, on the fourth Thursday of 
November, presents a chance to express 
gratitude – a lesson Meghan is keen for 
Archie to learn, says Katie.

Last year, she spent the day helping at 
the Hubb community kitchen with women 
affected by the Grenfell Tower disaster and 

there are reports that the duchess will do 
something charitable this year, too.

Meghan has described how Doria, and 
her father Thomas Markle, encouraged her 
by ‘buying turkeys for homeless shelters at 
Thanksgiving, delivering meals to patients 
in hospice care, donating any spare change 
in their pocket to those asking for it and 
performing quiet acts of grace’.

Katie says: ‘Being grateful is very 
important to Meghan, as is giving something 
back. Doria would take her to homeless 
shelters as a youngster, just as Diana did 
with Harry and William. Likewise, Harry and 
Meghan will be keen for Archie to grow up 
with an awareness of life beyond the palace 
walls and to be grateful for what he has. That 
will be an important part of their parenting.’

Speculating on the couple’s remaining few 
weeks away from the spotlight, Katie says: 
‘Having worked non-stop in recent weeks I 
wouldn’t be at all surprised to see them jet off 
for some sunshine. They’re both shattered. 
They want to regroup, take stock and crucially, 
to work out their next move after the criticism 
they’ve faced recently. ‘But most importantly, 
they want to spend time with Archie.’

Harry is believed to have already 
accompanied Meghan and Archie to a 
playgroup near their home in Windsor. 
Onlookers claimed Archie was ‘particularly 
taken with two other red-haired babies’ with 
Harry joking: ‘Gingers stick together!’
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REPORT BY MICHELLE GARNETT  PHOTOGRAPHS BY GETTY,  
INSTAGRAM, WIREIMAGE

OK!

Left: Meghan 
at the Hubb 
community 
kitchen this 

time last year.  
Bottom: With 

her mother, 
Doria Ragland
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Above: Prince 
Andrew’s life has 
changed dramatically 
after the Queen 
(right) and Prince 
Charles (above right) 
insisted he withdraw 
from public life

ROYAL�BACKLASH

I’M�SORRY��
MUMMY

AS�THE�DUKE�OF�YORK�RESIGNS�
FROM�ROYAL�DUTIES��HIS�

‘ANGRY’�MOTHER�IS�LEFT�TO�
DEAL�WITH�THE�FALLOUT

With the royals 
continuing to face 
the fallout from 
the Duke of York’s 

recent ‘car crash’ TV interview 
and his subsequent ‘stepping 
back from royal duties for 
the foreseeable future’, Her 
Majesty the Queen is abiding 
by her Keep Calm and Carry 
On mantra.

But insiders insist that 
behind the scenes the 
93-year-old head of state 
feels ‘let down’ by her alleged 
‘favourite’ son and will have 
downed a ‘stiff drink’ as the 
news sank in.

‘Her majesty will have 
had a stiff martini – she 
always does that in times of 
crisis,’ royal commentator 
Ingrid Seward exclusively 
tells OK!. ‘It’s what her 
generation do instead of 
turning to counselling or 
pills. I would think she’s 
still feeling very angry 
considering the quick 
retribution, and very let 
down by Andrew, too.

‘She doesn’t like moral 
confrontation though so 

it was the Lord Chamberlain 
who spoke to Andrew first. The 
Queen, who can look quite 
ferocious, would have been 
very firm with Andrew but as 
always would have remained 
in control of her emotions. Her 
daughter Anne will be there for 
her now. They’re very close.’

A contrite Andrew, 59, 
stepped away from the royal 
spotlight indefinitely, after he 
was summoned to Buckingham 
Palace by the Queen in the 
wake of the Jeffrey Epstein 

g



scandal four days 
after the BBC 
documentary aired 
on TV.

The historic 
meeting took 
place after the 
monarch had 
discussed the 
decision with 
Prince Charles 
who, according 
to Ingrid, will be 
feeling ‘very angry 
and extremely 
exasperated’ 
towards  
his brother.

Charles and Andrew have 
previously clashed over various 
matters including whether 
Andrew’s daughters Princesses 
Beatrice and Eugenie should 
experience the same perks as 
senior royals. Insiders claimed 
Beatrice and Eugenie had 
been left ‘deeply distressed’ 
by the ordeal but were 
standing by their father.

‘The girls will be so 
embarrassed by all this,’  
Ingrid says. ‘They’ve had to  
put up with so much from 
a young age but they’re 
incredibly loyal to their father 
and will defend him.’

The night before Andrew’s 
interview was broadcast, 
Beatrice and Eugenie’s 
mother the Duchess of York 
described her ex-husband as 
a ‘gentleman’ and ‘stoically 
steadfast’ on social media. 
‘Sarah has a habit of voicing her 
opinions and always sticks up 
for Andrew, but she really must 
stay quiet now,’ adds Ingrid.

Sarah was seen arriving 
at Buckingham Palace, with 
insiders claiming she had been 
summoned by the Queen for 
an emergency meeting.

Although Andrew’s public 
life is over for now, he will 
still join the royals for their 
traditional Christmas gathering 
at Sandringham and plans 
to attend church with the 
Queen on Christmas morning. 
‘The royals will carry on as 
if nothing ever happened,’ 
Ingrid tells OK!. ‘They won’t 
pick the problem apart like 
most families would.’  

Andrew, who has strongly 
denied any wrongdoing, put 
out a statement last week 
saying: ‘I have asked Her 
Majesty if I may step back 
from public duties for the 
foreseeable future and she  
has agreed.’ He also said he’d 
be willing to cooperate with  
any police investigations into 
the matter.

‘Andrew’s completely 
annihilated by all this. His 
whole life has changed  
within the space of four days,’ 
says Ingrid. ‘Nothing like this 
has ever happened to the 
royal family before but they’ll 
move on.’
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Above: The Queen 
summoned the 

Duchess of York (above 
right) to the palace  

REPORT BY MICHELLE GARNETT  
PHOTOGRAPHS BY GETTY IMAGES, PRESS 

ASSOCIATION, VINNIE O’DOWD / BBC NEWS 
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Prince Andrew’s Newsnight 
interview was widely 

described as a ‘car crash’ 





‘I�HAVE�TO�
SHOWER�FOUR�

TIMES�A�DAY’
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AS�SHE�OPENS�UP�ABOUT�HER�OCD…
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Above: The 
Strictly head 
judge opens 
up about her 

condition.  Left: 
Craig Revel 

Horwood, Motsi 
Mabuse, Shirley 

and Bruno Tonioli  

STRICTLY�HEAD�JUDGE�SHIRLEY�BALLAS�
SPEAKS�ABOUT�HER�STRUGGLES�AND�

HOW�SHE’S�FOUND�A�NEW�SPARK

Head judge of Strictly Come 
Dancing Shirley Ballas has 
admitted: ‘I have OCD, I 
struggle with that. My thing  

is about cleaning.’ 
The 59 year old says her boyfriend, 

actor Daniel Taylor, 47, is very 
accepting of her condition and even 
tells her he ‘loves’ it.

‘My hands always smell of bleach. 
It’s a good job that my partner is 
getting used to me. He says: “I 
love your OCD, whatever you feel 
comfortable with, it’s fine,”’ says 
Shirley, who has also admitted to 
showering up to four times a day.  
She adds: ‘It’s a good job he likes 
bleach!’ She says of meeting Daniel: 
‘I never thought I’d find that [love] 
again at my age.’

Shirley also opened up about the 
moment she was told her mother 
Audrey had cancer. ‘I was in my room 
when I got the news. It was last May 
and I remember totally falling apart. 
The professional dancer also spoke 
of losing her brother David when he 
took his own life 16 years ago: ‘When 
I found out about my brother, it sits 
right in the pit of your stomach. I’d 
like to think he’s looking out for me. I 
feel him around a little bit.’

Shirley was speaking on First Dates 
star Fred Sirieix’s Oh La La podcast 
and also revealed she hasn’t always 
loved herself. ‘At one point, a few 
years ago, I wasn’t in such a great 
place in my life. I was single and I’d 
been single for a long time and I never 
went out on a date or shared time or 
had a cuddle. I asked myself why, and I 
thought maybe I don’t radiate the light 
that’s inside me. Recently I’ve found 
a new spark. I’d say my life has been 
better over the last couple of years.’

Other stars to reveal they suffer 
from OCD include Khloé Kardashian, 
who recently admitted she saw 
a therapist over her ‘obsessive 
cleaning’, while David Beckham has 
said that he counts the number of 
cans of Coke in his fridge and  
lines them up. OK!

Above: With her mum 
Audrey Rich and partner 

Daniel Taylor (left)
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A�BEVVY�WITH�BEV FANGIRL�MOMENT
Beverley Callard rung to 

tell me her news about 
leaving Corrie next year. 
Everyone will really miss 
her. She took me under her 
wing right from my first day 
so we’ve always been very 
close. If ever we had a scene 
where we had to deliver 
bad news to each other we 
couldn’t stop laughing. It 
was really inappropriate. 
She’d say: ‘Ooh, I’ve gone 
all hot now!’ We used to get 
badly told off! So it’s new 
beginnings for us both. I 
hope it means we’ll get to 
meet up more often for a 
few sambucas! We might 
even work together again, 
which would be lovely.

I’ve got some very 
exciting news – I’ve 

just signed up to do an 
independent film with 
Bros singer Luke Goss 
[right], Spandau Ballet’s 
Martin Kemp and the 
incredible Dame Joan 
Collins! It’s called The 
Loss Adjuster and it’s 
a dramady – a mix of 
drama and comedy – set at Christmas. I’m playing 
Angie, the wife of Luke’s character. She’s a bit of a one, 
slightly domineering, a bit flighty and not the most 
faithful. I was a huge Bros fan when I was younger. I 
had posters of them on my wall and I used to wear 
Grolsch beer bottle tops on my shoes just like they did. 
I won’t mention that to Luke straight away though – I’ll 
have to play it cool! The plan is to take it to the Cannes 
film festival next May and hopefully screen it in time for 
Christmas 2020.

‘ANDY�WILL�DO�WELL�
IN�THE�JUNGLE’

I’m writing my column as I sit by a 
pool in Tenerife, a glass of wine by 
my side! I’m enjoying a four-day 
holiday with friends at The Royal 

Garden Villas in Costa 
Adeje [below left]. It’s 
the most beautiful hotel 
I’ve ever stayed in, like 
a slice of paradise.

As a result, I haven’t 
yet had a chance to 
watch my former 
Corrie colleague Andy 
Whyment in I’m A 
Celebrity – Get Me Out 
Of Here! [right]. I knew 
he was going into the 
jungle and I think he’ll do  
really well. He’ll be a bit of a 
character. He doesn’t suffer  
fools and he’ll put people in  
their place if they do something 
wrong. He’ll definitely be a team 
player and 
he won’t 
particularly 
favour anyone 
who’s not 
pulling their 
weight. 
He’ll have 
everyone’s 
back though 
and will give 
every challenge 
a good go. 

It’s Emilie’s 22nd birthday 
this week, look at the cake 
we had made for her [below 
right]. We’ve already been 

for dinner at an 
Italian restaurant 
called Puccini’s 
but because she 
missed her big 
21st celebrations 
while she was 
pregnant with 
Teddy we’re also 
having a party at 
my house. 

I’ve also been 
lucky enough to 

try this amazing new spa treatment 
during another break at Rockliffe Hall 
in Darlington. You lie on something 
called a Mindfulness Bed and it’s 
used in America to help people 

who have PTSD. You rest on a 
water-filled mattress [below], 

put your eye mask on and listen to 
music through a pair of headphones 
which have different frequencies 
for each ear. It encourages you into 
a meditative state and you end 
up seeing visions! My eyes were 
closed but I was seeing images of 
people, almost like spirits. I felt like 
I was being rocked to sleep. I felt so 
chilled and it’s definitely something 
I’ll do again.

Been missing my Scott loads 
this week, too. He’s been away for 
seven weeks now but we FaceTime 
every day which is such a comfort. 
One day we FaceTimed three 
times! We can’t wait to get back 
together but it’ll be after Christmas 
until I see him again. 

OK!

OUR�COLUMNIST�TALKS�ABOUT�HER�CORRIE�
COLLEAGUE�ANDY�GOING�INTO�I’M�A�CELEB�AND�BEV�

CALLARD�LEAVING�THE�STREET�

OMENT

efinitely be a team 
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LOVE�IS�IN�THE�AIR

‘CAROLINE�
AND�

LEWIS�GET�
COSY�FOR�

CHRISTMAS’
THINGS�ARE�LOOKING�UP�

FOR�CAROLINE�FLACK�
AND�LEWIS�BURTON� 
AS�THEY�REUNITE�

WITH�A�KISS
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They say absence makes the 
heart grow fonder, and that’s 
certainly the case for Caroline 
Flack and her boyfriend Lewis 

Burton. The pair looked over the 
moon after time apart while Caroline 
was preparing for the upcoming 
winter series of Love Island in  
South Africa. 

And fresh from their romantic reunion, 
the duo headed to the VIP launch of Hyde 
Park’s Winter Wonderland for a date night. 

After Lewis won his girlfriend a giant cuddly 
toy, OK! spotted the pair (who wouldn’t leave each 
other’s sides!) cuddling up together in the Bavarian Beer 
Village while their pals danced up a storm.

Their outing came just hours after they were spotted 
sharing a kiss at Heathrow airport, where Lewis was waiting to 
greet Caroline after she landed back on home turf after her 
13-hour journey. 

The 27 year old appears to be scoring highly in the 
boyfriend department so far. He recently threw Caroline a 

surprise party for 
her 40th birthday, 
prompting her to 
promise: ‘Think I’ll 
keep you forever 
Lewis Burton.’

The duo 
were reportedly 
introduced by mutual 
friends and went 
public with their 
relationship back in 
August during a trip 
to Ibiza. 

Caroline was 
previously engaged 
to Apprentice star 
Andrew Brady, 
but the pair split 
back in 2018. 
Meanwhile, Lewis 
was previously 
in a long-term 
relationship  
with model  
Lauren Rose.

Above: Caroline (inset 
left) and Lewis enjoyed 
a date night at Winter 

Wonderland, where Lewis 
won his girlfriend a huge 
cuddly toy (bottom left)
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cuddly toy (bottom left)

KING�UP�
LACK
ON�

�

ion, 
Hyde 
night. 
nt cuddly 
n’t leave each

Lewis greeted Caroline 
at the airport with  
a kiss after her stint  
in South Africa
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A�SPRING�IN�HIS�STEP

‘BEING�BOOTED�OFF�
STRICTLY�WAS�THE�

BEST�THING�THAT�EVER�
HAPPENED�TO�ME’

� BRENDAN�COLE �TELLS�OK!�ABOUT�HIS�FEAR�OF�FAILURE�AFTER�LEAVING�
STRICTLY��HIS�NEW�SHOW�WHICH�WILL�BE�HIS�LAST�BIG�BAND�TOUR�AND�

HOW�HIS�PHONE�‘HASN’T�STOPPED�RINGING’

Since waving goodbye to Strictly Come 
Dancing back in 2017, Brendan Cole 
hasn’t looked back.

Fans of the show will remember the 
fiery star’s infamous spat with judge Shirley 
Ballas following his tango with Charlotte 
Hawkins, with Brendan subsequently dropped 
from the show’s professional line-up.

But luckily for Brendan, he tells us the 
phone hasn’t stopped ringing! He’s set to take 
his Show Man tour on the road next year, and 
we also saw him test out his vocal chords at 
the audition round for this year’s The X Factor: 
Celebrity with his pal Jeremy Edwards.

And despite his tumultuous relationship 
with Strictly, the show’s Christmas Special will 
still be on in the Cole household this year. 
Brendan tell us his daughter Aurelia, who 
turns seven on the big day itself, is still a huge 
fan! The 43 year old and his wife Zoe are also 
parents to one-year-old son Danté.

Here, the dancer chats about life after 
Strictly, and why he no longer has to filter  
his feelings…

How did you feel when you were told you 
would no longer be part of the Strictly?
It turned out to be one of the best things that 
happened to me. The decision was taken out 
of my hands but now I’m doing exciting things 
that I wouldn’t have been able to do if I was still 
on Strictly. If they asked me to come back as 
a dancer then the 
answer would be 
‘no’ because I have 
moved on. But I 
doubt very much 
that would happen!

Were you  
worried about 
finding work to 
begin with?
The fear of  
failure is the one 
thing that I have 
since leaving 
Strictly. Initially you 
have that worry 
that the phone 
isn’t going to  
ring but the 
brilliant thing 
is that it hasn’t 
stopped ringing.

Anton du Beke recently said that seeing 
you leave made him realise ‘it could all 
end tomorrow’. Should he be worried?
I read that interview, where he said that 
he felt sorry for me for getting the boot. 
Nobody is secure in their position on the 
show. But I do think that Anton brings 
a certain something to the show.  But 
nobody is bigger than the show, which the 
show makes very clear. I really miss Anton 
and I know he misses me. We are really 
good friends and now he’s flying the flag 
for us original pros.

You famously clashed with Shirley 
Ballas. How are things between  
you now?
I’ve known Shirley for 20 something 
years. We used to be really close back in 
the day but when I was on the show she 
knew which buttons to push with me and I 
knew which buttons to push with her! I am 
passionate and fiery, and I had to filter a 
lot on the show.

Do you still watch Strictly?
My daughter loves watching 
it. She dances around the 
living room. But I will never 
understand why they bring 
back old celebrities who 
have already been on for the 

Christmas Special. 
It would be great 
to get new celebs. 
I am sure it will be 
on in my house – 
we have got a very 
busy Christmas day 
because it is my 
daughter’s birthday 
as well.

You and Jeremy seemed gutted to 
have left The X Factor: Celebrity so 
early in the competition…
The audition was a bit pants when 
you look at it, so we couldn’t expect 
to make the live shows. But it was 
incredible to be part of it. I know 
Anton said that I should ditch Jezza 
but I don’t agree with him there. We 
signed up to The X Factor as a duo – 
with my old mucker – even though it 
didn’t go to plan for us.

What do you make of Simon Cowell’s new 
slimmed down look since going vegan?
I am not sure I can agree on veganism but it’s 

obviously doing Simon 
wonders. He is fit, healthy 
and he can keep up with 
[his son] Eric. It really 
resonates with me as a 
dad as  I want to be fit and 
healthy for my children to 
get the best out of life.

How will you and Zoe 
celebrate your tenth 
wedding anniversary  
next year?
We will have to mark it 
with something special and 
maybe I will take her  
back to the George V hotel 

in Paris where we got engaged.

What can we expect from the your  
Show Man tour next year?
This will be my last big band tour after 
touring for so many years, I’m so proud of this 
production and I’m going out on a high.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TOUR DATES VISIT WWW.
BRENDANCOLELIVE.COM OR WWW.PMBPRESENTATIONS.COM     
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Above: Brendan is excited 
about his Show Man tour. 
Below: With wife Zoe 
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Left: Brendan says he has ‘moved 
on’ since his days at Strictly 

dancing with Charlotte Hawkins 
(facing page, far left) 
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EMILY’SCOLUMN

‘DATE�NIGHTS�ARE�
WHAT�KEEP�PETE� 

AND�I�GOING’
OUR�COLUMNIST�ON�HER�BABY�TURNING�THREE��THE�

CHALLENGES�OF�PREGNANCY�BUMPS�AND�CLEAN�LIVING

EMAIL ME AT EMILY.ANDREA@OK.CO.UK

�I’M�NOT�AS�OBSESSIVE�
ABOUT�CLEANING�AS�
KHLOE�KARDASHIAN�

Kris Jenner recently revealed she is worried 
about her daughter Khloé Kardashian’s 

[below, with True] ‘obsessive cleaning’. I can 
be a bit too keen on a tidy house as well, but 
once you have kids you have to accept that 
your house will never be perfect again. I just 
had to lower my standards! We have areas of 
the house where the kids can make a mess 
like the playroom, and our kitchen is always 
messy. There are certain rooms that I like to 
be able to relax in so I make sure they are 
tidy after the kids are in bed. I’m currently 
trying to teach the kids about cleaning up 
after themselves because they’re not going to 
have me picking up after them forever. Even 
though they are only little I try not to wait on 
them hand and foot! It’s good that they learn 
to do things for themselves.g OK!

ASHLEY’S�‘NEW�
BODY’�STRUGGLE

Supermodel Ashley Graham 
has admitted she ‘struggled’ 

with her ‘new body’ when she got 
pregnant [left]. Some people love 
being pregnant and seeing the 
changes in their shape, but for 
others it’s really hard. I had quite 
a small bump during both my 
pregnancies so my shape didn’t 
change much, but I had other 
challenges. I suffered from reflux 
and I was uncomfortable all the 
time, especially as Theo was breech 
so his head was up by my ribs! I 
also had eczema on my tummy 
during both my pregnancies. It 
was really uncomfortable and I was 
itching all the time. I would end 
up having to have cold showers 
to cool my skin down as that and 
moisturiser were the only things 
that seemed to help! Everyone’s 
experience is different, but it’s 
certainly an amazing experience. 

Theo turned three! It’s hard to 
believe my baby boy is growing 
up. We threw him a little party 
with his friends, so my inner Mary 

Berry came out 
and I made him a 
Toy Story-themed 
cake [right]. He’s 
obsessed with Toy 
Story so I bought 
him a Mr Potato 
Head and a Rex 
toy. He loves 
them and takes 
them everywhere 
with him, even 
in the bath! We 
celebrated his 
birthday a couple 
of days early 
because I was 
working on his 
birthday, but that’s 
just the way it is 
sometimes when 
you’re a working 
parent. My parents 
worked during my  
childhood and I 
have respect for 
them for doing 

that. Theo always asks me about work and 
says: ‘How was the hospital, Mummy?’

With both me and Pete [right] working 
we make an effort to go for regular date 

nights, so since 
September we’ve 
made sure we 
go for one every 
two weeks. Even 
when we’re both 
knackered we 
always feel better 
afterwards because 
we have time just 
the two of us. 

It’s really 
important to me 
because I think it 
makes our family 
dynamic work well. 
Sometimes I will 
barely see Pete as 
he’ll be out hosting 
an event when I 
get home from 
work and then I’ll 
be asleep when he 
gets back, so it’s 
nice to have those 
nights together to 
look forward to.
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‘I’ve got a 
few things 
to do before 
I can just 
disappear,’ 
says Sienna
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AS�SHE�HITS�THE�BIG�SCREEN

‘MY�DAUGHTER�
TELLS�ME�IF�I�
LOOK�AWFUL!’

ACTRESS�SIENNA�MILLER�ON�WHAT�SHE�
MISSES�ABOUT�THE�UK��TAKING�STYLING�
TIPS�FROM�HER�DAUGHTER�AND�HER�

THOUGHTS�ON�THE�TIME’S�UP�MOVEMENT

She’s famed for her acting but 
Sienna Miller has also received 
critical acclaim over the years for 
her signature style, even being 

credited as the celebrity who reinvented 
the boho-chic trend in the noughties.

But the star reveals she has a greater 
love of all things food, and despite 
moving to New York in 2016, insists on 
cooking a traditional roast dinner with all 
the trimmings every Sunday.

The 37 year old became a mum to 
daughter Marlowe in 2012 with then-
boyfriend Tom Sturridge. The pair split 
in 2015 but have remained amicable 

as they co-parent their daughter, with 
Sienna revealing recently that the 
actor, 33, even sleeps at her house. 
She explained: ‘It’s not like there’s a 
structure for custody. We make it work. 
It’s not conventional.’

And it’s clear Marlowe is a chip off 
the old block when it comes to style, 
as Sienna reveals her daughter often 
judges her fashion looks and isn’t afraid 
to tell her when she’s got it wrong.

Here, the actress opens up about 
missing the UK, her plans for retirement 
and taking styling tips from her seven-
year-old daughter…
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Is it true that besides 
your daughter, you have 
two other loves in your 
life: food and fashion?
Food more than fashion. 
Fashion is fine, but food 
is great.

You had a fashion line 
[Twenty8Twelve] with 

your sister, Savannah…
Yes. My sister went to Central Saint 
Martins, which is the school [John] 
Galliano, [Alexander] McQueen and 
all those people went to, so she’s a 
designer. I like vintage clothes and 
shopping and I have an aesthetic that 
she appreciated, so we started this 
label, which we don’t do any more. 
It was far too much work and it’s not 
where my passion really lies. 

Do you dress your daughter 
Marlowe now, instead of creating 
fashion lines?
Oh no, she doesn’t let me dress her! 
Before my child could speak, I could 
dress her. I loved having this little  
dolly I could put clothes on. But now 
I cannot. She’ll tell me what to wear 
and she’ll tell me if I look awful.

Do you cook? If so, what are your 
favourite dishes?
I’m English, so I do a roast every 
Sunday – whether it’s chicken, 
beef, roast lamb or roast pork. I 
make incredible roast potatoes and 
everything that goes along with a 
Sunday roast. It’s such a ritual. I have 
this open house on Sunday where 
people will show up and there’s always 
food – and there are children running 
around. It’s really special to me and it’s 
something I’m very confident in. I also 
cook lots of Italian food and pastas. 
spaghetti bolognese would definitely 
be my last meal. 

Does a Sunday roast remind you of 
your childhood in the UK?
It does. Every Sunday, my mother 
would cook a roast and have tons 
of friends around. It was a moment 
for everybody to come together. 
There’s something about the ritual 
of all coming together and eating a 
home-cooked meal that makes me feel 
incredibly nourished.

Do you ever dream about moving 
back to the UK?
All the time. I miss the humour. I miss 
my family and friends. From a work 
prospective, it makes sense for me to 
be in America. I work more here, so it 
means less time away from my child. 
I can imagine moving back, though it 
wouldn’t be to London. I’d probably 
move to some farm in Dorset and grow 
vegetables, eat and drink wine, and 
have chickens. But that sounds like 
retiring and I’ve got a few things to do 
before I can just disappear.

What attracted you to your new 
movie, 21 Bridges?
I thought it would be interesting to 
look behind the curtain of the New York 
Police Department. I live in New York, 
so it’s very close to me. I wanted to see 
what that was like and to be a woman 
in a very male world. 

What do you think of the Time’s 
Up movement?
I think it’s incredible and essential. I 
was fortunate enough to be at some 
of the very first meetings, which took 
place in Jessica Chastain’s house. It was 
wonderful. You’re in a room with Meryl 
Streep and these incredible, iconic 
women who are all coming together to 
say: ‘How do we make a change?’
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Above: Sisterly hugs from 
Savannah.  Above right: 
with 21 Bridges co-star 
Chadwick Boseman 

Proud mum 
with seven-

year-old 
daughter 
Marlowe
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‘I can imagine 
moving back [to 
the UK], though 
it wouldn’t be to 
London,’ says Sienna
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DECKING�THEIR�HALLS…

‘I�CAN’T�PUT�
UP�THE�TINSEL�

MYSELF��SO�
I�GOT�THE�

CHRISTMAS�
DECORATORS�
IN�TO�HELP!’

Stepping inside Tanya 
and Phil Bardsley’s 
four-storey Cheshire 
home is like walking 

into a festive fairy tale. With 
two Christmas trees, wreaths 
and garlands aplenty, a life-
size polar bear and two giant 
nutcrackers, the holiday spirit 
is in full swing! 

It’s hard to believe that 
this is the family’s first 
Christmas back in their home 
since a freak fire devastated 
the property back in the 
summer of 2018. Forced to 
temporarily relocate, it took a 
year to restore their house.

The Real Housewives Of 
Cheshire star Tanya explains: 
‘It’s so special to be back in 
our own home.’ And though 
she admits that she and her 
Burnley FC defender husband 
will fill the house with 
presents for their children 
Gabriella, 17, Rocco, ten, 
Renz, seven, and three-year-
old Ralphi, she insists that 
the fire has put things into 
perspective for them all. ‘It 

just confirmed that the home 
is where the family is, and it 
doesn’t matter about bricks 
and mortar,’ she tells us. 

Here, the 38 year old gives 
OK! a taste of Christmas with 
the Bardsleys and explains 
why she never cooks on the 
big day…

It’s already beginning to 
look a lot like Christmas in 
the Bardsley household…
We’ve been Christmassy 
since the beginning of 
November. We’re nuts! 
The kids absolutely love it. 
I wanted the company The 
Christmas Decorators to 
do it because they are the 
best. I just can’t do it myself, 
because there would be 
tinsel everywhere.

Do you always go all out?
Yeah, we always do. Because 
the kids are still little, it is 
such a special time for them. 
We weren’t here last year for 
Christmas, so that’s another 
reason we’ve gone all out 

 TANYA �AND�PHIL�BARDSLEY�
INVITE�OK!’S�KATIE�LANGFORD-

FOSTER�TO�VISIT�THEIR�
WONDERFULLY�FESTIVE�HOME
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Phil and Tanya are so happy 
to be back in their home after 
the devastating fire last year 
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Above: Tanya and Phil are looking forward 
to having a proper Christmas at home with 
the kids Ralphi, Renz, Rocco and Gabriella 
with the stockings already out (right) 
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Tanya with Housewives 
stars Perla Navia, Hanna 
Miraftab and Ester Dee

this year. We were renting last year after the fire 
and just had a little pop up tree in the kitchen so 
it’s so special to be back in our own house.

How did the fire start?
We had a mirrored TV that was under the 
skylight, and during the heat wave the sun 
was shining on it and it just got too hot and 
exploded. It set the whole top of the house  
on fire. It’s taken a year to get the house 
restored. We had to take it right back to its  
shell and start again.

Were you at home when the fire broke out?
My daughter was in and she was about to 
go downstairs to use the treadmill with her 
headphones on. The fire brigade knocked on 
the door right then, thank God, and they rang 
me. It was mental. I got home and my daughter 
was sat outside. She goes on the treadmill in 
her pyjamas, so she was sat there in her pyjamas 
with her earphones in crying on the floor.

Has that made you think differently about 
material possessions?
Yes, we lost everything but, of course, because 
the kids and the whole family were okay, we 
weren’t bothered. It just confirmed that home is 
where the family is, and it doesn’t matter about 
bricks and mortar. This Christmas will feel extra 
special too.

What are the Bardsleys’ Christmas traditions?
We always go to church on Christmas Eve for 
carol singing, and then we go for a meal. We 
put carrots and mince pies out and the kids 
make reindeer food and we sprinkle that on the 
drive for them. Me and Phil always argue about 
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Above: Tanya and Phil enjoy a quiet moment at home during 
the busy Christmas football period surrounded by their 
extravagant Christmas decorations (facing page top)TA
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Tanya with fellow 
WAGs Leanne Brown 
and Coleen Rooney

who is going to have to 
eat the carrot and the 
mince pie, because one 
Christmas, Renz found 
a little bit in the bin and 
he was very confused. 
So we have to actually 
eat everything now! We 
always get a chef to 
cook every year because 
I can’t! My husband 
and I have both gone 
vegetarian so I don’t 
know what we’ll have to 
eat this year. We have 
family over too and there’s 
normally about 20-30 of us! 
But then Phil has to get ready 
and leave us to go to training 
because he always has a game 
on Boxing Day. So I’m left with 
all the washing up!

Do you go all out with 
presents for the kids too?
Yes, we do go all out really! 
The house is full of presents. 
You spend the whole day 
just trying to get the toys out 
of  the wrappers – you need 
a chainsaw and a tool kit for 
some of them. And then you 

need a science degree to put 
them together. Ralphi is three, 
so last year he didn’t really 
know about Christmas but this 
year he’s really excited. My 
eldest Gabriella wants a new 
car for Christmas. I was like: 
‘Oh, right! Is that it?’ She said: 
‘Don’t worry, I don’t mind a 
second hand one.’ [Laughs]

Is Phil good at thoughtful 
presents?
Well, I just usually tell the 
personal shopper in Harvey 
Nichols what I want. And 
guide him that way to save 
disappointment [laughs]. 

You’re good friends 
with Coleen Rooney. 
What do you make 
of her situation with 
Becky Vardy?
I have no thoughts on 
that. Phil would kill me!

There was a lot of 
drama at the Real 
Housewives reunion 
too between you 
and Ester Dee. What 
happened there?
Oh, my God, I know! I 

usually stay sober because I’ve 
got loads of beef with people, 
so I thought I’m going to 
get drunk because for once I 
haven’t. Then the next minute 
I’m swearing like a potty 
mouth at Ester! Oh, but it’s 
funny really. 

Gabriella has done some 
modelling for your My Glam 
Style range. Is modelling 
something she wants to 
pursue and would you 
encourage that?
Yeah she does, but because 
she’s my little baby I wrap her 
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Caption 
black to be 
added here
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Above and below: Tanya has 
gone ‘all out’ this Christmas 
to make up for last year 
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up in cotton wool. I don’t even 
like putting her out there on the 
internet to be honest. She’s my 
little baby! I will have to let her 
go free at some point but I’m 
trying to keep her as long as I 
can. I like her working with me 
because I know where she is 
and what she’s doing. 

Would you like any  
more babies?
No, definitely not! I’ll be  
walking my womb round  
on a lead if I have to!

ALL CHRISTMAS DÉCOR PROVIDED BY THE 
CHRISTMAS DECORATORS CHESHIRE WHO 
SPECIALISE IN THE DESIGN AND INSTALLATION 

OF INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR FESTIVE LIGHTING 
AND CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS FOR 
BUSINESSES AND RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES. 
THEY OFFER A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE FROM 
DESIGN AND INSTALLATION THROUGH TO 
MAINTENANCE AND TAKEDOWN, REMOVING 
THE HEADACHE OF CHRISTMAS DECORATING 
FROM YOU SO YOU CAN ENJOY THE 
CHRISTMAS SEASON. FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT 
ADELE@THECHRISTMASDECORATORS.COM OR 
VISIT WWW.THECHRISTMASDECORATORS 
CHESHIRE.COM  

STOCKISTS: TANYA & GABRIELLA WEARING 
MY GLAM STYLE THROUGHOUT WWW.
MYGLAMSTYLE.COM, ALDO WWW.
ALDOSHOES.COM, MELANIE LOUISE 
EXCLUSIVE CHILDREN’S DESIGNER WEAR WWW.
MELANIELOUISE.COM, REISS WWW.REISS.COM, 
ZARA WWW.ZARA.COM
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Below, bottom and bottom right: 
The Christmas Decorators gave the 
newly renovated Bardsley home its 
wonderful festive makeover   

TWITTER.COM/KT_ELLE_EFF   PHOTOGRAPHS 
BY DIANE THOMPSON AND LAURA 

SHAWCROFT ASSISTED BY JESS JANVIER 
STYLING BY EMILY GREENING-JAMES 

ASSISTING BY BETH JONES  HAIR BY JAYDE 
MUNRO USING SHOW BEAUTY AND L’ORÉAL  

MAKE UP BY CARLA LAWSON

OK!



Sir Elton John hasn’t been afraid to 
bare his soul in his hotly anticipated 
autobiography, Me. 

And the 72 year old received a 
standing ovation at Hammersmith Apollo 
while talking about his painfully honest 
memoir with comedian David Walliams. In 
front of a star-studded audience, including 
Lewis Hamilton and David Haye, Elton 
discussed his career, his struggle with alcohol 
and drug addition and his family life with 
husband David Furnish and their sons Zachary, 
eight, and Elijah, six.

Opening up about his need to come clean, 
Elton explained: ‘It was down to my children. 
When I’m dead and gone I want them to know 
what their daddy was like.’

Speaking to David, the icon discussed 
fame, the lessons he’s learned and advice for 
Ed Sheeran…

ON FRIEND FREDDIE MERCURY’S DEATH:
‘I didn’t go and see him often, as Aids was 
terrifying and he was physically terrifying 
to look at. But he was still buying things at 
auction. One Christmas he gave me a pillow 
case. As you read in the book, my drag 
name is Sharon and Freddie’s was Melina. In 
this beautiful pillow case was a watercolour 
painting. A note with it, read: “Dear Sharon, 
I saw this at auction and I thought you would 
love it. I love you Melina.” He was dying and 
he still thought of his friends. I still have it.’

ON NIGHTS AT STUDIO 54:
‘I had many nights there, it had the best 
disco music. I used to fancy the busboys and 
waiters. Which was a disaster because the 
place didn’t close until 6.30am and I’d had so 
much cocaine by then I couldn’t do anything 
with my d***! I remember dragging Rod 

Stewart onto the dance floor. I had a bottle of 
amyl nitrite and I shoved some under his nose. 
We were on the dance floor for an hour!’

ON HIS BET WITH JOHN LENNON:
‘I met John and I was intimidated by him 
because I’d heard how he could be very 
abrasive. But I never found that. He asked me 
to play on Whatever Gets You Through The 
Night and I sang on the B side. I said if the 
song got to number 1, he’d come on stage 
with me. And it did. So at Madison Square 
Garden in 1975 he came on stage to the 
biggest round of applause I’d ever heard. He 
was physically sick before he came on. That 
was also the night he met Yoko again. We 
went out to dinner afterwards and it became a 
rekindling of their love, and it was a great love 
they had.’

ON HIS RISE TO STARDOM:
‘It was mind blowing. But I’ve always had 
a mantra: never believe the hype. I always 
tried to be as down to earth as possible. I’ve 
never boasted about my success. The drugs 
of course made me crazy and irrational. But I 
always had a good attitude to my career.’ 

ON THE ADVICE HE GAVE ED SHEERAN:
‘A few years ago Ed said: “The record 
company want me to do another album 
straight away. Or I’ve been offered 85 dates 
with Taylor Swift. What should I do?” And I 
said: “There’s no question, you go and play 
with Taylor Swift. Because when you go, you 
have 30 minutes on stage, they won’t be your 
audience and you’ll be out of your comfort 
zone and it’ll be the greatest experience for 
when you do those places on your own.” He 
listened to me, went and played second on 
the bill and earned his spot by doing that.’
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ELTON�BARES�ALL�

‘I’VE�NEVER�BOASTED�
ABOUT�MY�SUCCESS’

AFTER�THE�SUCCESS�OF�HIS�
BIOPIC�AND�AHEAD�OF�HIS�

MEMOIR��ME�� SIR�ELTON�JOHN �
SHARES�MORE�OF�HIS� 

LIFE�SECRETS�

Above: Sir Elton 
and Lewis Hamilton.  
Below: With 
husband David
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Below and left:  
Sir Elton John talked 
to David Walliams at 

the Apollo

ON THE SHOCK DEATH THAT 
MADE HIM GET SOBER:
‘Ryan White [aged 13] contracted Aids 
via a blood transfusion. The family lived 
in Indiana and people started shooting 
bullets at the window and putting fire 
bombs in the letterbox. I helped them 
move and we became friends. He was 
inspirational. He had a death sentence 
but I never heard him complain. I used 
to complain about hotel wallpaper or 
the fabric on a chair. When I went to 
see them, I used to cry over what I had 
become. At his funeral [in 1990] I had 
white hair and I looked like a real old 
man. I was doing a lot of drugs. But six 

months later, I was clean. He and that 
whole family, they were the template 
for me getting sober.’

ON MARRIAGE AND FATHERHOOD:
‘We’ve been together 26 years or so. 
David and I were going to be two very 
affluent people, going around the 
world but having no purpose. Living 
very selfish and hedonistic lifestyles. 
I love our children so much. I never 
thought I’d possibly be a father and I 
love every single minute of it.’

REPORT BY KAT ROMERO  PHOTOGRAPHS  
BY GETTY IMAGES, WIREIMAGE

OK!
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A�PICTURE�OF�HAPPINESS

THE�LOOK�OF�LOVE
THE�DUKE�AND�DUCHESS�OF�CAMBRIDGE�APPEAR�SMITTEN�ON� 

THEIR�‘DATE�NIGHT’�AS�THEY�MINGLE�WITH�THE�STARS

REPORT BY MICHELLE GARNETT  
PHOTOGRAPHS BY GETTY IMAGES, 

JOHN RAINFORD, SPLASH NEWS

While the Duke of York’s TV 
interview continued to rock 
the royal family, it was left 
to the Duke and Duchess of 

Cambridge to fly the flag for the monarchy 
at the annual Royal Variety Performance.

Hosts Rob Beckett and Romesh 
Ranganathan teased the couple about 

being on a ‘date night’ and William nodded 
in mock agreement. But their look of love 
really did speak volumes as they enjoyed 
the show from the comfort of the London 
Palladium Theatre’s royal box.

Chatting backstage to the West End 
cast of Mary Poppins, Kate revealed that 
Prince George, six, 

and Princess Charlotte, four, had begged to 
join them on their star-studded evening out. 
However, she had firmly put her foot down, 
telling them: ‘Not on a school night!’

William meanwhile exclaimed: ‘I love 
Mary Poppins!’ – just days after letting slip 
that Kate is a huge fan of Strictly Come 

Dancing! He also joked 
about the ‘dodgy tea 
towel’ that Rob Beckett 
presented him with.

Kate looked lovely 
in her Alexander 
McQueen gown and 
as they entered the 
venue William was seen 
affectionately placing 
his hand on her back. 

Days later Kate was 
back on mother duty, 
having to pull out of 
the Tusk Conservation 
awards because one  
of their three children 
was unwell.

Above: Host Rob 
Beckett presented 
Will with a ‘dodgy 
tea towel’.  Right: A 
moment of affection 
for Will and Kate

OK!
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Above: Guests included Robbie 
Williams, the cast of Mary Poppins 
(below), and hosts Rob Beckett and 
Romesh Ranganathan (bottom).  
Left: Kate looked gorgeous in her 
Alexander McQueen dress
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MILLIE’S�BLOOMING�IN�MIAMI�

Just weeks after 
announcing her 
pregnancy, MILLIE�

MACKINTOSH (left) has 
shown off her bare bump 
for the first time (far 
left). The former Made 
In Chelsea star looked 
glowing as she posed for a 
photo shoot in Miami after 
revealing her baby, who 
she recently announced is 
a little girl, is now the size 
of an avocado! 

Millie, 30, is expecting 
her baby with husband 
HUGO�TAYLOR (below), 
who she tied the knot with 
in June 2018. 

Millie’s close pal 
VOGUE�WILLIAMS�
recently revealed the pair 
had a pact to be pregnant 
at the same time, so we 
could be hearing the 
pitter patter of tiny feet 
for Vogue and SPENCER�
MATTHEWS again soon! 

STACEY�AND�MRS�HINCH’S�PLAY�DATE

After striking up a friendship 
earlier this year, STACEY�
SOLOMON and SOPHIE�‘MRS�

HINCH’�HINCHLIFFE (far right) are 
now mixing business with pleasure. 

The mums teamed up to model 
Action For Children’s new Secret 
Santa T-shirts and jumpers, and their 
little ones got in on the action (right), 
too! Stacey’s son Rex, six months, 
and cleaning sensation Mrs Hinch’s 
son Ronnie, five months, were ready 
for their close up as they recreated 
the famous Lion King pose with  
their mums. 

Of supporting the campaign, 
Loose Women panellist Stacey, 30, 
said: ‘For most children, Christmas is 
magical and a chance to spend time 
with family, to exchange presents 
and, let’s face it, eat far too much. But 
for many children and families it’s just 
another day to try and get through. 
Action For Children are on a mission 
to ensure every child has a happy and 
safe childhood and that Christmas is 
a time for all children to enjoy.’ 

Action For Children’s Secret 
Santa T-shirts and jumpers are 
available to purchase from £19 at 
actionforchildren.teemill.com
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A�ROYAL�RUMBLE
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COLEEN’S�
CHRISTMAS�CUTIES

BRITCROWD

Actress IMELDA�STAUNTON 
is set to be coronated! The 
Oscar-nominated star, 63, 

will reportedly replace OLIVIA�
COLMAN as the Queen in the fifth 
and sixth series of The Crown. 

Olivia, 45, stars as the monarch 
in series three and four of the 

Netflix drama, while CLAIRE� 
FOY, 35, played the royal in  
her younger years in series  
one and two. 

‘Imelda will be the same age 
as the queen was in the early 
‘90s, which is when the fifth series 
will be set. Plus Imelda met HER�

MAJESTY�THE QUEEN 
in person at her 90th 
birthday celebration 
[left, in 2016] – so 
she’ll be the only 
actress who’s played 
the role in The Crown 
to do so. Imelda  
has reached out to 
Olivia about the  
role and they’re 
helping one another,’ 
a source revealed. 

Next summer will 
see Imelda, who is 
married to Downtown 
Abbey star Jim Carter, 
back on the West End 
stage in the lead role 
of Hello, Dolly!. She is 
likely to start filming 
The Crown in 2021.

Putting her WAG war 
with BECKY�VARDY 
behind her, COLEEN�

ROONEY got into the 
Christmas spirit as she 
revealed a festive photo 
shoot with her four sons 
(left and below left). 

Kai, ten, Klay, six, 
Kit, three, and Cass, 
one, donned matching 
pyjamas for the gorgeous 
shoot by photographer 
Grace Kellie. 

She and footballer 
husband WAYNE enjoyed 

a date night earlier this 
month, while Becky’s 
husband, Leicester City 
footballer JAMIE�VARDY, 
gushed that his wife 
‘deserved it’ after she 
was thrown a surprise 
baby shower by her sister 
Esther recently. 

Coleen, 33, and 
37-year-old Becky clashed 
back in October when 
Coleen accused Becky’s 
Instagram account of 
leaking stories about her 
to a newspaper. 
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ZOE�MOVES�ON

Following in his brother 
BROOKLYN�BECKHAM’s 
footsteps – who recently 

confirmed his romance with 
latest girlfriend NICOLA�PELTZ 
– ROMEO announced a new 
relationship of his own. 

The 17 year old wished  
his new girlfriend MIA�MOOCHER 
(right) a happy birthday. Revealing 
his sweet nickname for the  
model, Romeo wrote: ‘Happy 

b day Mooch hope you have a 
lovely day xxx [sic]’ alongside a 
heart emoji. 

The day before, the couple 
attended the ATP tennis finals 
at London’s O2 Arena (below). 
Romeo and Mia sparked dating 
rumours back in September when 
they were pictured together 
following a dinner celebrating 
his mum VICTORIA�BECKHAM’s 
London Fashion Week show.

Her show – Strictly Come Dancing spin-off It Takes Two – suffered 
technical problems last week, but that wasn’t the only thing 
playing on�ZOE�BALL’s mind. The Radio 2 Breakfast presenter, 

49, is said to have split from her construction boss boyfriend Michael 
Reed (left). It was Zoe’s first relationship since her former boyfriend 
BILLY�YATES (below) took his own life in 2017. She is said to be the 
one who ended things after Michael became ‘too clingy’ and friends 
worried about his motives. 

‘Zoe knew deep down the relationship wasn’t going anywhere. She 
enjoyed her time with Michael but came to the conclusion he wasn’t 
a keeper, despite him believing they were getting serious,’ revealed 
a source, adding: ‘There were certain things she grew uncomfortable 

with, such as 
him wanting  
to become  
a model  
and act.’ 

Zoe also 
reportedly 
wants to 
concentrate 
on her work 
and spend 
more time with 
her children, 
The Circle star 
Woody, 18, 
and Nelly, nine, 
who she shares 
with her former 
husband 
FATBOY�SLIM, 
real name 
NORMAN�
COOK. 

YOUNG�LOVE
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LOVEMATTERS

OVER�
AFTER�SIX�
MONTHS
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Just days after revealing 
she has married 
her partner NATE�

GREENWALD, DANIELLE�
BUX was spotted with her 
former husband GARY�
LINEKER.

The former couple were 
pictured enjoying a stroll 
(below) in Los Angeles 
after Danielle shared some 
stunning images (left) from 

her and Nate’s nuptials in 
Massachusetts last summer. 

Model Danielle, 40, and 
showbiz lawyer Nate, 44, 
share daughter Romy, one.

Match Of The Day 
presenter Gary, who turns 59 
this week, recently revealed 
that he and Danielle, who 
were married for seven years 
until 2016, still speak three 
times a day.

They only tied the 
knot in May, but RAG�
‘N’�BONE MAN and 

his wife BETH�ROUY’s 
marriage is already said 
to be over. A source said 
of the couple, who wore 
tracksuits to their wedding 
(right): ‘It’s a great shame, 
but these things happen. 
Everyone is staying 
amicable, and they have 
a son together who is 
their top priority. He likes 
to keep a low profile so 
doesn’t want to make a big 
deal out of it, but there are 
no explosive rows and he 
isn’t likely to say anything 
about it.’ The former 
couple, who were together 
for ten years, were said to 
have become more like 
friends. The musician, 34 
– real name Rory Graham 
– and Beth, 26, share son 
Reuben, two, and live in 
a three-acre gated estate 
near Brighton.

BLAST�FROM�THE�PAST

g g y
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HOME�SWEET�HOME
EVER�WONDERED�WHAT�THE�INSIDE�OF�THE�HOMES�OF�THE� 

RICH�AND�FAMOUS�LOOK�LIKE?�LOOK�NO�FURTHER���

A�RARE�GLIMPSE
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Above: Britney’s former 
home features a powder 
room, an outdoor pool 
(top) and a large kitchen 
with an island (right)
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Britney Spears’s former 
Beverly Hills mansion 

is back on the market 
for an eye-watering £5.8 

million. The pop princess 
splashed out £5.5m on the 

Mediterranean-style, six-
bedroom, seven-bathroom 

home, following her split from 
former husband Kevin Federline 
in 2007. She then sold it two 
years later at a loss for £3.6m.

The 7,769 sq ft, secluded 
property, which features 
envy inducing high ceilings, 
glittering chandeliers and a 
large outdoor pool, is located 
in one of the wealthiest streets 
in Beverly Hills, and boasts 
Hilary Duff as a neighbour. 

Proving to be the heart of 

the home, the singer’s former 
kitchen has prominent granite 
counter-tops, which were a 
dark wood colour when Britney 
resided there. She also has 
something every woman desires: 
a powder room. In true A-lister 
style, the room is decorated 
in expensive, ornate silk 
wallpaper. Britney’s home  
also had a cinema room, and if  
it was fresh air she craved, she 
had access to nearby private 
hiking trails. 

A defining feature of any 
celebrity home is their pool, 
and the mother-of-two certainly 
splashed the cash for a saltwater 
pool, which is less demanding 
on skin, eyes, and her signature 
bleach blonde locks. 
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BRITNEY�SPEARS

Above, top and left: The 
home has plenty of space for 
the family to lounge around.  
Above inset: Britney and 
boyfriend Sam Asghari 
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Amazing views from 
the living room 
(above), bedroom 
(below) and dining 
area (below right)
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Frank Sinatra did it his way in this 
Malibu getaway mansion. The 

property, now worth £10 million, 
was perfect for hosting with seven 
bedrooms and nine bathrooms 
dispersed throughout the mansion! The 
singer also had a salon in his home, 
which would explain why his hair always 
looked perfect. When Frank needed to 
relax in the great outdoors, he certainly 
didn’t have to walk very far – his plush 
garden led straight to the sand and  
sea and his balcony overlooked the 
idyllic scene.

FRANK�SINATRA

Above: The garden – which 
features a small pool (left) 
– and the balcony (top) 
overlooks the sea.  Far left: 
A wall of achievements!
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Above: The bedroom and 
sitting areas (top right, 
below and below right) 
boast views of the skyline
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You’d need to have a 
bit of spare change 

if you were interested 
in living in this stylish 
abode located in Century 
City in Los Angeles as actor 
Matthew Perry has recently put 
it on the market for £27 million. 
The penthouse is designed for 
entertaining guests with a large pool 
table, breakfast bar, large sofas and an egg 
chair! Matthew could even enjoy watching 
the sunset on his large balcony, which gives 
a clear view of the LA landscape.

COMPILED BY EMILY EVANS   
PHOTOGRAPHS BY FILMMAGIC, GETTY IMAGES,  

HILTON & HYLAND, MICHAEL MACNAMARA & JASON SPETH, 
MIKE HELFRICH, SHUTTERSTOCK

OK!

MATTHEW�
PERRY

or 
y put 

million. 
d for 
large pool 
sofas and an egg 

Above: The penthouse is 
perfect for entertaining 
with a pool table, large 

balcony (above centre) and 
large kitchen (top)  
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While her eldest child North might not be so taken by 
her little brothers and sisters, KIM�KARDASHIAN�WEST 
proved that her two youngest children have the sweetest 

bond. The 39 year old shared a cute new picture (below) of 
daughter Chicago, one, and son Psalm, six months, cosying up 
to one another. The Keeping Up With The Kardashians star is 
also mum to son Saint, three, with her rapper husband�KANYE�
WEST. Kim also attended the VB’s Beauty Launch where she and 
KOURTNEY were snapped with VICTORIA�BECKHAM (left) before 
gushing about how ‘proud’ she is of her younger sister KYLIE�
JENNER, 22, for selling 51 per cent of her cosmetics company for 
£463 million. ‘I’m so proud of her. To think in her early twenties 
she built a business... that’s so inspiring,’ she said. 

KIM’S�FAMILY�PRIDE

They appeared to get on famously as 
sister-in-laws (below), but now CHRIS�
HEMSWORTH’s wife ELSA�PATAKY�(left)�has 

hit out at MILEY�CYRUS (right) for her treatment 
of her former husband�LIAM. 

‘My brother-in-law, well… after a relationship 
that you’ve dedicated ten years to, he’s a little 
bit down, but he’s coping well, he’s a strong 
boy and he deserves the best,’ said the actress 
and model, 43. She added: ‘I think he deserves 
much better. You always find support in your 
family, and he’s joined at the hip with [Chris], 
who has been there to give all the strength he 

needed.’ Liam, 29, 
was ‘blindsided’ 
when singer Miley, 
26, ended their 
marriage after eight 
months, with The 
Hunger Games 
actor said to have 
found out it was 
over on social 
media. The former 
couple married in 
December 2018 
after nine years of 
being on and off. 
They were first 
engaged in 2012 
and split in 2013, 
before rekindling 
their romance in 
March 2016.

LIAM�DESERVES�BETTER
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HARRY’S�HEDONISM

BEYONCE�AND�JAY-Z�
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They’re used to 
having their hands 
full with three kids, 

so it was no surprise to 
see BEYONCE�and JAY-Z�
taking the opportunity to 
enjoy some rare child-
free time on board a 
yacht recently. 

The couple, who 
are parents to Blue 
Ivy, seven, and twins 
Rumi and Sir, two, were 
joined by Bey’s mum 
Tina Knowles and her 
stepdad Richard Lawson 
for the trip in Florida. 

However, the pair 
were very much the 
proud parents as the day 
before saw daughter 
Blue Ivy win her very first 
award! The youngster 
scored her first Soul 
Train Award for her 
songwriting contribution 
to her mum’s song 
Brown Skin Girl. She is 
said to share the Ashford 
& Simpson Songwriter’s 
Award with her parents 
and ten others. 

Queen Bey, 38, 
unveiled another 
glamorous look (left) 
as she supported 
her husband, 49, at 
the Shawn Carter 
Foundation Gala for the 
rapper’s charity. 

HOLLYWOODGOSSIP

He was hardly seen as squeaky clean 
during his time in One Direction (below) 
but HARRY�STYLES�(left) insisted that 

he waited until after the band went on hiatus 
in 2016 to experiment with drugs. 

Opening up, the 25 year old explained: 
‘When I was in the band, to me it felt like it 
was so much bigger than any of us. I felt: ‘I’m 

not going to be the one who f****d it up.’ So 
[afterwards] I was like, now is the time in life 
when you probably go out and experiment.’

The star discussed taking magic mushrooms 
while recording solo at Malibu’s famous 
Shangri-La studios, saying: ‘It was like, I want 
to take some mushrooms, now is the time to 
have fun. We’re in Malibu, I’m also in music.’

WWW.OK.CO.UK 7
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EXCLUSIVELY�INTRODUCING�THEIR�BABY�BOY

‘MY�BIRTH�WAS� 
SO�TRAUMATIC�–� 

I�DON’T�THINK�I�WANT�
ANOTHER�BABY!’

MARNIE�SIMPSON�AND�PARTNER�CASEY�
JOHNSON�OPEN�UP�TO�OK!’S�KIRSTY�

HATCHER�ABOUT�WELCOMING�THEIR�
ADORABLE�BABY�ROX�AND�WHY�THE�

‘HORRENDOUS’�LABOUR�TOOK�ITS�TOLL���

When OK! arrives at the 
Bedfordshire home of 
Marnie Simpson and Casey 
Johnson, their new baby boy 

is sound asleep in his great-grandmother 
Betty’s arms. 

The peaceful scene is a far cry from  
a fortnight earlier when Rox Johnson 
made his entrance into the world at 
4:18pm on October 29, weighing  
8lbs 1oz. 

After being two weeks overdue, 
former Geordie Shore star Marnie was 
induced at Barnet Hospital and endured 
a 28-hour labour that resulted in baby 
Rox having a vacuum-assisted delivery. 

Marnie then suffered a postpartum 
haemorrhage, lost two pints of blood 
and had to spend three nights in hospital 
before she and singer Casey, 24, could 
return to their home with their newborn. 

‘I can’t help but look back and just 
think it was such a traumatic experience. 

But the gift I got was amazing and I’m so 
happy,’ 27-year-old Marnie tells us. 

The reality star, who has been with 
Casey, 24, for three years and is currently 
filming series two of Geordie OGs, used 
to be up all hours partying. But now she’s 
experiencing sleepless nights for a very 
different reason. However, their beautiful 
baby boy is an absolute dream on our 
exclusive shoot and doesn’t cry once! 

Here, Marnie and Casey tell OK! 
about disagreements over Rox’s name, 
the ‘horrendous’ labour, and why 
Marnie’s not sure she’ll be adding to 
their brood… 

Congratulations! Tell us about 
choosing Rox’s name...
Marnie: I came up with it. It popped up 
quite near the end. I like that it’s unusual 
for a boy. The other names I liked 
were Columbus, Diego, and Emmett. 
Ultimately, Casey would have let me 
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‘I feel like my body 
failed me,’ says 
Marnie of Rox’s 
traumatic birth
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choose the name, but I wanted him to  
enjoy it, too. 
Casey: I loved it straight away. It was the 
only one we agreed on. Marnie wanted 
his middle name to be Star but I had to 
put my foot down! I thought it was silly. He 
would have had the p**s taken out of him 
at school.
Marnie: Rox Star Johnson would have been 
the best Instagram name. If we’d given him 
that middle name, he would have been 
destined for fame. 

How was the birth, Marnie? 
It was so traumatic and horrendous. I 
was two weeks overdue and I went in 
at 9am on October 28 and I didn’t get 
induced until 1:30pm. I had a pessary 
[containing dinoprostone to bring on 
labour] and it was an awful experience. 
My cervix is so high up and far back and 
it wasn’t ready to be open. I thought it 
might be like a smear but it was really 
painful. Often a pessary can take up to 
three days to work but I started having 
contractions an hour and a half later. It 
brought on the contractions so fast and 
I’ve never felt pain like it. It got to 3am 

and I knew I was ready to go. I was 4cm, so 
they took me straight to the labour ward. 
I got to 7cm and then I had an epidural, 
but it slowed things down as my body 
seemed to relax. Getting to 7cm without an 
epidural was traumatic. When I started to 
push, it felt like I was pushing so hard my 
head was going to explode but nothing was 
happening. It was soul-destroying. 

What happened next? 
They had to take me into theatre. Luckily, 
Casey was able to come but my mum 
couldn’t and that was really upsetting 

because she didn’t get to see Rox being 
born. She stayed with Casey’s mum. They 
used the suction cup to get him out and I 
had an episiotomy which is where they cut 
you [between the vagina and anus to make 
the opening of the vagina wider] because 
if I carried on pushing they said there was 
a chance I could have torn. Then when I 
was delivering I haemorrhaged and I lost so 
much blood that I had to have two blood 
transfusions. I lost two pints and there are 
nine pints in a woman’s body! They think I 
might have haemorrhaged because I had 
low iron levels while I was pregnant.

How did you feel? 
I was just so out of it and I couldn’t feel a 
thing. I just wanted to hold him. I was just so 
thankful he was okay. 

What about you, Casey? 
There was so much blood. It was 
overwhelming. I was asking them what  
was happening. I felt useless, but at the 
same time, Marnie wasn’t in pain so it was 
really strange. It was horrible to watch. I 
don’t understand people who say labour  
is enjoyable. 
Marnie: Some people have such smooth 
births but I just can’t fathom that. I feel like 
my body failed me. My original birth plan 
was to go drug-free and get in the birthing 
pool, so it’s actually laughable because I was 
screaming for the drugs. I was like: ‘Get me 

an epidural now!’ 

How do you feel that it didn’t go 
to plan, Marnie? 
I’m really upset. I wanted to look 
back at the birth of my son and 
remember it as such an amazing 
thing. But I can’t help but look back 
and just think it was such a traumatic 
experience. I wouldn’t change it for 
the world and that feeling when they 
put him on my chest was like no 
other. I was like: ‘Oh my God, that’s 
my baby.’ I couldn’t believe it. I 

Left: Marnie 
says she was so 

thankful that 
Rox (right) was 
okay after the 

birth.  Bottom: 
On Geordie 
Shore with 

cousin Sophie 
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‘That feeling when 
they put him on my 

chest was like no 
other,’ says Marnie
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cried a bit but I was more in shock. 
Casey: I cried straight away!

How have you found the recovery? 
They stitched me up and I had my blood 
transfusion once I got back to my bed  
and was out of theatre. I spent the next  
three nights in hospital. I just felt so ill. It  
was really hard to even hold him. I couldn’t 
sit down. I couldn’t walk properly, and  
even going to the toilet was hard. It was 
horrible not being able to look after him.  
It was such a relief to bring him home. 
Hospitals scare me. 
Casey: I stayed with Marnie and slept on  
a deck chair for three nights!  
Marnie: I don’t know what I would have 

done if Casey had left me. I wouldn’t have 
coped. It was a lot with all the emotions  
and your hormones are all over the place. 
Casey’s been amazing and my nan has 
helped us out so much. I still feel a bit  
wishy-washy at the moment but I’m trying 
to get my strength back and I’m still healing 
down there. 
Casey: I was going to take two weeks off 
[Casey owns sweet brand Vegan All Sorts], 
but as the birth was so traumatic, I took 
longer and I’ve gone down to working three 
days a week.

Are you breastfeeding, Marnie? 
No, when you have a blood transfusion 
you’re not able to at first because your blood 

is what helps produce your milk. I started 
with formula and he seems content so I 
didn’t want to risk it. I was definitely open to 
trying, though. 

Have you been hands on, Casey? 
Yes, but not with changing nappies. I  
haven’t changed one yet! I’m good at  
the feeding.
Marnie: He stands next to me and it’s just 
nice having him there. My mum was living 
with us but she moved out about a month 
before he was born to give us our space. She 
was there when we got back from hospital 
and she stayed up with him one night so 
we could recover. We’ve definitely enjoyed 
having our own space back. 
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You suffer from anxiety, Marnie. Have you 
experienced any baby blues? 
I’ve actually surprised myself with how I’ve 
felt. I’ve been a lot better than I thought I 
would. I was worried about how I might be. 
I’ve just got to get on with it. 

Would you like to have more children? 
Marnie: The birth was so horrendous,  
I can’t even think about that. Now I’d say no 
but I’m sure I’ll forget about the birth in a 
year. We’d definitely stop at two. 

How has becoming parents changed your 
relationship?
Casey: It’s brought us closer together. 
Marnie: We’re closer now. My life is  

so different to the Geordie Shore 
days. I’ll always have a wild streak 
but I think my partying days  
are well behind me. You don’t 
have the freedom you once  
had. Having a baby makes  
you less selfish. 
Casey: It’s harder than I thought 
it would be. It’s completely 
different when it’s your baby. You 
worry about everything.  

Your Geordie OGs co-star Gaz Beadle got 
engaged. Will you be next? 
Casey: Definitely. I want Marnie to have the 
same surname as me and Rox. That will be 
happening in a year or two. 

STOCKISTS: BURTON WWW.BURTON.CO.UK; MISSGUIDED  
WWW.MISSGUIDED.CO.UK; NAKED DRESSES WWW.
NAKEDDRESSES.COM 

Left: ‘Having a baby 
makes you less selfish,’ 

says Marnie.  Below: 
Casey says having a 

baby is harder than he 
thought it would be

TWITTER.COM/KIRSTY_HATCHER    
PHOTOGRAPHY BY TONY WARD   STYLING BY HARRIET BYCZOK   

HAIR AND MAKE-UP BY ROSIE LEWIS
OK!

‘IT�WAS�SUCH�A�
RELIEF�TO�BRING�HIM�

HOME��HOSPITALS�
SCARE�ME!’
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‘I’VE�MADE�MY�MISTAKES�–�
I’VE�LEARNED�FROM�THEM’

AS�SHE’S�DUE�TO�BE�HONOURED�AT�THE�FASHION�AWARDS��
SUPERMODEL�NAOMI�CAMPBELL�TALKS�OF�HER�MAJOR�SUCCESS

There’s no one who 
personifies the term 
‘supermodel’ more than 
Naomi Campbell. It’s fitting 

then, that the star will be presented 
with the Fashion Icon Award at the 
Fashion Awards 2019 at London’s 
Royal Albert Hall next week. 

There’s certainly no denying that 
Naomi is a pioneer of her times. 
Born and raised by her mother 
Valerie Morris in south London, 
she landed her first shoot for Elle 
magazine in 1986, just weeks before 
her 16th birthday.

While her striking looks have won her 
plenty of attention, it’s her determined 

work ethic that Naomi credits for her 
success. She says: ‘Everything I’ve had,  
I’ve worked for. And I will never take the 
easy way to get anything... I’m a grafter 
and I work hard at something for the  
long term. I don’t believe in things that 
happen overnight.’

She went on to become the first ever 
black woman to appear on the cover 
of French Vogue two years after her 
modelling debut, and dominated the ’90s 
alongside her fellow supermodels Christy 
Turlington, Linda Evangelista, Cindy 
Crawford and Claudia Schiffer. Her ‘off-
duty’ style became as iconic as her catwalk 
looks, and she and pal Kate Moss became 
regulars on the London party scene.

‘Kate and I used to wear our 
nightdresses out in the ’90s and put on our 
sneakers and go out,’ says Naomi. 

In fact, during the ’90s, Naomi was 
as notorious for her partying ways as 
her fashion credentials. In 1999, the star 
entered rehab for cocaine and alcohol 
addiction. Her fiery personality has also 
landed her in hot water.

She has been convicted of assault 
on four occasions, and in January 2007, 
she pleaded guilty in New York City 
to throwing her BlackBerry phone at 
her former housekeeper. But in true 
supermodel style, Naomi sported looks 
including a Dolce & Gabbana gown 
and Christian Louboutin heels for her 
five days of community service.

The 49 year old isn’t one to shy 
away from her past, though. She says: 

‘I’ve made my 
mistakes. I’ve owned 
them, and I’ve 
learned from them, 
so I won’t be held 
hostage by them.’  

Away from 
the runway, 
philanthropy has 
always been close 
to her heart. Along 

with fellow models Iman and Bethann 
Hardison, she set up the Diversity 
Coalition – a campaign to end racism 
on the runway. In 2005, she founded 
Fashion For Relief to raise emergency 
funds for environmental disasters 
and humanitarian causes. This year, 
the charity has set up a pop-up store 
in London’s Westfield ahead of the 
festive season. ‘I will travel around the 
world to obscure places if I know that 
I can make a difference, even to one 
life,’ she says.

A word of warning, though – don’t 
try to quiz the star on her love life! OK! 

came face to face with the supermodel 
earlier this year at WE Day in London, and 
when one journalist asked her about her 
rumoured romance with Liam Payne, she 
stormed off without a backwards glance!

Her longest publicly known relationship 
was with Russian billionaire Vladislav 
Doronin, whom she dated for five years, 
before splitting in 2013. Prior to that, 
she dated former Benetton boss Flavio 
Briatore for two years, and has also been 
linked to the likes of Leonardo DiCaprio, 
Skepta and Gerard Butler. 

Three decades into her career, Naomi 
remains the queen of the catwalk and has 
walked for the likes of Yves Saint Laurent, 
Valentino and Chanel this year alone. She 
says: ‘I’m always surprised when I’m asked 
to do a show at this point in my life. I still 
love doing them and I still get nervous! 
I always shut my eyes and say a prayer 
before every runway.’

Linda Evangelista, Cindy 
Crawford, Naomi and 
Christy Turlington

Above: Naomi and good 
pal Kate Moss.  Left: After 

falling during a Vivienne 
Westwood catwalk, 

Naomi laughed it off

Caption 
white to be 
added here

FEATURE BY KATIE LANGFORD-FOSTER   PHOTOGRAPHY BY 
CONDE NAST, GETTY IMAGES, SHUTTERSTOCK, WIRE IMAGE

OK!

NAOMI’S�BEST�
DIVA�MOMENTS

 When asked by talk show host 
Andy Cohen if she attended the 
Harper’s Bazaar Icons party in 2018, 
where Cardi B reportedly threw her 
shoe at Nicki Minaj, she replied: ‘No. 
It was called the icon party, but there 
were no icons there.’

 In 2008, Naomi was arrested on 
suspicion of assaulting a police 
officer, after being removed from a 
British Airways flight in a reported 
dispute over lost baggage. She later 
said: ‘I apologise profusely to the 
Metropolitan Police. As for British 
Airways, I don’t apologise, I just think 
they are disgusting.’

 When asked what she thought 
of Kim and Kanye’s 2014 US Vogue 
cover, she said: ‘I do not want to 
comment [laughs]...’

 Reflecting on herself in 2013, she 
said: ‘Am I bossy? Absolutely. I don’t 
like to lose, and if I’m told no then I 
find another way to get my yes.’

 In 1993, after taking a tumble on 
the catwalk, Naomi laughed and got 
back up to continue.

 During an argument 
with fellow model 
Nicole Trunfio in 2014, 
Naomi blasted: ‘Don’t 
compare yourself to me. 
You are not on my level. 
You never will be on  
my level.’

y p

Caption 
white to be 
added here
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‘I’m a grafter 
and I work 
hard,’ says 

Naomi

ICONS

‘I�DON’T�LIKE�TO�
LOSE��AND�IF�I’M�
TOLD�NO�THEN�
I�FIND�ANOTHER�

WAY�TO�GET� 
MY�YES’
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Above: Danielle Armstrong 
with her boyfriend Tom.  
Right: Lizzie Cundy

WHAT: Float Like A Butterfly Ball.
WHERE: The Grosvenor House  
Hotel, London.
WHO: Christine McGuinness joined 
Michelle Heaton at the glitzy gala.
LOWDOWN: The star-studded event 
raised over £403,000 for Caudwell 
Children – which supports children with 
autism. Guests enjoyed a champagne 
reception, a lavish menu, white collar 
boxing, live entertainment and an auction.

SOCIAL�BUTTERFLIES

Above: Michelle Heaton and Hugh Hanley.  
Left: Amy Childs.  Below: Christine 
McGuinness.  Bottom left: Tyne-Lexy Clarson 
and auction winner Mathieu Castanier
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Left: Lily 
Allen with 
daughters 

Marnie and 
Ethel Cooper

WHAT:  Frozen 2 European premiere.
WHERE: BFI Southbank, London.
WHO: Holly Willoughby, Stacey Solomon, 
Myleene Klass and Idina Menzel – the voice 
of Elsa – were some of the celebrities at the 
spectacular premiere.
LOWDOWN: Many of stars brought their 
children to the screening with Lily Allen’s 
daughters dressing up as Elsa and Anna.

FROZEN�OUT

Above: Idina 
Menzel.  Below: 

Saffron Barker 
with her cousin Ivy

Above: Stacey Solomon 
with her son Rex.  Top 
left: Holly Willoughby.  
Below: Myleene Klass
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WHAT: Together For Short Lives 
Winter Ball.
WHERE: One Marylebone, London.
WHO: Simon Cowell and Lauren 
Silverman joined Alesha Dixon  
and partner Azuka Ononye for the  
fundraising event.
LOWDOWN: The annual charity 
night – which was hosted by 
Louise Redknapp – raised money 
for seriously ill children and their 
families to help them make the most 
of the time they have together.

GLITZY�GALA

Above: Alesha Dixon and Azuka 
Ononye.  Left: Louise Redknapp.  
Below: Simon Cowell with sister-in-
law Emma, Lauren Silverman and 
brother Tony

WHAT: Winter Wonderland.
WHERE: Hyde Park, London.
WHO: Molly-Mae Hague and 
Tommy Fury enjoyed a date 
night as they joined Jodie Kidd 
and Gemma Collins. 
LOWDOWN: Celebrity guests 
were the first to experience 
the exciting rides, delicious 
festive food, mulled wines and 
Christmas markets at this year’s 
Winter Wonderland. 

FESTIVE�FUN

Above: Molly-Mae Hague  
and Tommy Fury.  Right: Jodie 
Kidd with her son Indio and 
partner Joseph Bates.  Below: 
Gemma Collins
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Above: Craig 
Revel Horwood.  
Left: Nicole 
Scherzinger

Above: Andrea McLean.  Above left: Eddie 
Boxshall and Denise Van Outen.  Below: 
Alexandra Burke and Nick Ede

WHAT� The Fall Ball 2019.  
WHERE� Café de Paris, London. 
WHO� Stars including Nicole Scherzinger 
and Craig Revel Horwood attended the 
charity gala. 
LOWDOWN� Guests enjoyed a three-
course meal and performances by 
Alexandra Burke and Magic Mike Live as 
they raised money for Nick Ede’s charity, 
Style For Stroke, and the Melissa Bell 
Foundation – which was set up in memory 
of Alexandra’s mum. Guests took home  
a goody bag provided by sponsors Baylis 
& Harding.

HAVING�A�BALL



VISIT��WWW�OK�CO�UK/SUBSCRIBE�OR�TELEPHONE����������������

GET�YOUR�NUMBER�ONE� 
CELEBRITY�NEWS�MAGAZINE�FOR�
HALF�THE�PRICE!

AND�DELIVERED�STRAIGHT�  
TO�YOUR�DOOR 

Offer valid until 31 December 2019

��MONTHS�FOR�ONLY �	�


��
WHEN�YOU�SUBSCRIBE

�
SAVE�OVER

OFF
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AGE�OF
ACHIEVE�EFFORTLESS�
GLAMOUR�WITH�LUXE�
FABRICS��REFINED�CUTS�
AND�A�HINT�OF�SPARKLE

ELEGANCE

PLUS�THE�GIFT�OF�BEAUTY��ROSY�CHEEKS�AND�STEAL�THE�STARS’�STYLE

Dress, £65, by Oasis; 
and earrings, £78, 

by Butler & Wilson
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Top, £35, by River 
Island; jumpsuit, 
£195, by Ghost; 
and earrings, £450, 
by Monica Vinader
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Blazer, £30, and 
trousers, £38, by 

Nasty Gal; shoes, £45, 
by Head Over Heels 

at Dune London; and 
earrings, £58, by 
Butler & Wilson
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Below: Dress, 
£60, by Nasty 
Gal; shoes. £69, 
by Office; and 
earrings, £48, by 
Butler & Wilson

Right: Top, £19, 
by Topshop; 
dress, £25.99, by 
Bershka; shoes, 
£65, by Dune 
London; and 
earrings, £58, by 
Butler & Wilson
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STYLING BY HARRIET WHEELER
ASSISTED BY SOPHIE GOODWIN 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAN WILLIAMS
ASSISTED BY MELINDA DAVIES 

HAIR AND MAKE-UP BY CAROLINE PIASECKI, 
USING SKYN ICELAND AND REAL TECHNIQUES

 
STOCKISTS: BERSHKA WWW.BERSHKA.COM; 

BUTLER & WILSON WWW.BUTLERANDWILSON.
CO.UK; DUNE WWW.DUNELONDON.COM;  
GHOST WWW.GHOST.CO.UK; HEAD OVER 

HEELS AT WWW.DUNELONDON.COM; 
JOHNNY LOVES ROSIE WWW.JOHNNY-

LOVES-ROSIE.COM; MONICA VINADER WWW.
MONICAVINADER.COM; NASTY GAL WWW.

NASTYGAL.COM; OASIS WWW.OASIS-STORES.
COM; OFFICE WWW.OFFICE.CO.UK; RIVER 

ISLAND WWW.RIVERISLAND.COM;  
TOPSHOP WWW.TOPSHOP.COM

Top, £30, by River 
Island; skirt, £39, 
by Topshop; and 
earrings, £18, by 

Johnny Loves Rosie



@KATYGALEXOX
WITH�OK!�FASHION�WRITER�KATY�GALE�

Uniqlo have 
joined forces 
with Finnish 
design  

company 
Marimekko 
to create 
their second 
limited edition 
collection, but this 
time with an added 
girls and babies line. 
I’m a big fan of bright 
colours and bold prints 
and that’s what 
Marimekko is all about, 
with its commitment 
to high quality and 
affordable prices, 
this range is the 
perfect place to 
restock my winter 
wardrobe. 
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Dress, £25

Coat, £99.90, 
and jacket, 

£79.90

Having always longed for a Kardashian 
hairdo, I was thrilled when I found out 

about Kendall Jenner’s hair styling range 
with Formawell. The collection has ionic gold 
fusion hair technology proven to enhance hair 
condition while using hot tools. For those, like 
me, who use heat appliances every morning 
before work, this collection is a godsend. From 

£49.99
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THE�MANE�EVENT

PRIMARK�
LAUNCHES�
AFFORDABLE�

LUXURY�

WINTER

Primark have 
launched a limited 

edition collection and 
you will not believe 
your eyes when you 
see it! I’ve always 
been a huge fan of 
the brand with its 
amazing basics and 
affordability so when 
I caught a glimpse of 
the new collection, I 
was amazed to see 
how luxe it looked. 
The range is filled with 
gothic references to 
create a 21st century 
Elizabeth Lavenza 
look and includes key 
pieces you will not 
want your wardrobe 
to be without.

90
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FLASHY�LIKE�
FLACK

KEEPING 
IT�HEEL

ASH� 
LAYERS�UP

After admitting she used to 
hate her legs when she was 
younger, Caroline Flack was 
back in her signature shorts. 

The presenter stepped out in a 
dazzling sequinned Zara co-ord 
and accessorised with matching 
sandal heels and a beaded bag.

With party season on 
the horizon, Amber Gill 

has provided us with 
some serious shoe envy 
in these sky-high sandal 
heels from Office. The 

Love Island star showed 
off her dramatic hair 
transformation with 

her sleek ponytail that 
complemented her glam 
look as she posed at an 

ITV event. 

Ashley Roberts is a true 
fashionista with her 

impeccable style and we love 
how she layers like a pro with 

this outfit. The pastel hues 
work beautifully together with 
her unbuttoned Missguided 

shirt and jogger-style trousers. 

Blazer, 
£79.99, 

Zara

Heels, £79,
Office

Shirt, £28, 
Missguided 

STYLESTEAL

Amanda Holden may have 
broken her leg, but she’s 

still rocking the perfect off-
duty look in a black Joanie 

jumper and leather-look 
Paige leggings. The Britain’s 

Got Talent judge has said 
she likes to ‘look groomed’ 

at all times and certainly 
proved that here!

BEST�FOOT�
FORWARD

Jumper, 
£40, 

Joanie

e 
 

h 

. 

Shorts, 
£25.99, 

Zara
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ADD�A�ROSY�GLOW� 
THIS�WINTER�WITH�THESE�

BEAUTIFUL�BLUSHERS

BLUSH

1 Paul & Joe Gel Blush in 01, £19
2 Diego Dalla Palma Pa�ern  

Warm Blush, £24.50
3 Kat Von D Crush On Blush, £20

4 Glossier Cloud Paint in Storm, £15
5 Guerlain Terraco�a Skin Highlighting 

Stick in Universal Blush, £34

92



Winner Women’s Razor 
Category. Survey of 10,399 
people by Kantar.
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STOCKISTS: CAUDALIE UK.CAUDALIE.COM; CHARLOTTE TILBURY WWW.CHARLOTTETILBURY.COM/UK; 
DECLEOR WWW.DECLEOR.CO.UK; JO MALONE WWW.JOMALONE.CO.UK; LAURA MERCIER AT WWW.
CULTBEAUTY.CO.UK; LIZ EARLE AT WWW.BOOTS.COM; L’OCCITANE UK.LOCCITANE.COM; MOROCCANOIL 
WWW.MOROCCANOIL.COM/UK; MURAD WWW.MURAD.CO.UK; NEOM WWW.NEOMORGANICS.COM; 
PUREOLOGY AT WWW.LOOKFANTASTIC.COM 

BEAUTY
THE�GIFT�OF

OK!’S�DEPUTY�FASHION� 
AND�BEAUTY�DIRECTOR�

HARRIET�WHEELER’S�PICK�OF�
THE�BEST�STOCKING�FILLERS

Whether you’re looking for a friend or a loved one, or  
just fancy treating yourself, I’ve searched high and low  
for the best beauty gift sets. We all want to find that  

perfect present, and these skincare, make-up and general  
beauty must-haves are sure to raise the biggest of smiles  
on Christmas morning...

JO�MALONE�
MINIATURE�
CANDLE�
COLLECTION��
����

 CAUDALIE�
VINOSOURCE�

HYDRATION�MINI�
CRACKER�����

w 

PUREOLOGY�
STRENGTH�
CURE�GIFT�
SET����	

NEOM�THE� 
GIFT�OF�
HAPPINESS� 
GIFT�SET���
���

PUREPURE
STRE
CURE
SET���

CHARLOTTE�TILBURY�THE�GIFT�OF�
PILLOW�TALK�LIPS�GIFT�SET����	

YOUNON STOP

NON STOP

STYLE 
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LAURA�MERCIER�
ALMOND�
COCONUT�MILK�
LUXE�BODY�
COLLECTION�����

LIZ�EARLE�DISCOVER�RADIANCE�
COLLECTION�����	
�

MOROCCANOIL�
REPAIR�FROM�
ALL�ANGLES�
GIFT�SET�����	��

L’OCCITANE�
CHERRY�
BLOSSOM�
FESTIVE�
BAUBLE�GIFT�
SET����

MURAD�VIBRANT�
VIBES�GIFT� 

SET����


DECLEOR�
INFINITE�
GLOW�
GREEN�
MANDARIN�
GIFT�SET���
��

*Styles shown to last 24 hours in laboratory tests

Discover your perfect Remington product at:

www.remington.co.uk/proluxe

How are you going to tell your story? With time 

on your side, thanks to OPTIHeat technology 

that delivers heat where it matters. That 

means your style is locked in for 24 hour salon 

confi dence. Morning, noon or night, welcome 

to the Remington PROluxe collection. 

For a beautifully styled you.
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WE�GIVE�YOU�THE�CALORIFIC�LOWDOWN�ON�
OUR�TOP�SIX�FAVOURITE�TIPPLES� 

FOR�THE�FESTIVE�SEASON…

It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas 
and it’s set to be very merry indeed, with 
the average Brit drinking 26 units on the 
big day itself. Between Christmas Eve 

and New Year’s Day, we will, as a nation, 
collectively drink a staggering six billion units 
of alcohol, according to one study. 

And it’s not just hangovers you’ll have 
to be mindful of – some popular cocktails, 
such as a margarita or mojito, can contain as 
much sugar as a small bar of chocolate.

This year has seen celebs including 
Susanna Reid and Simon Cowell quit 
alcohol in a bid to live a healthier lifestyle, 
while former Made In Chelsea star Spencer 
Matthews has recently launched his new line 
of non-alcoholic drinks.

But is there a way we can still enjoy a 
festive tipple without maxing out our daily 
sugar limits? Top nutritionist at Nutracheck 

Emma Brown tells OK!: ‘An abundance  
of fizz and festive cocktails can  
play havoc with the amount of  
sugar we consume over this 
festive period. 

‘Try healthier swaps 
where you can – ditch 
the heavy, sugar-packed 
cocktails for a spirit with 
diet mixer to slash calories 
and sugar, and swap sweet 
white wine for dry.’ 

She adds: ‘Also 
alternating between 
an alcoholic drink and 
soft drink will save 
you sugar and 
calories – plus a 
sore head in  
the morning!’
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Above and 
right: Simon 
Cowell and 
Susanna 
Reid have 
both quit 
the booze

SUGAR RUSH

����ML�BOTTLE�
OF�STELLA� 

ARTOIS�LAGER
CALORIES� 132 kcals.

HOW�MUCH SUGAR?�Two 
and a half teaspoons [34 per 

cent of your daily intake].
EQUIVALENT�TO? One 

Curly Wurly chocolate bar.

SINGLE�RUM� 
AND�COKE
CALORIES��130 kcals.
HOW�MUCH SUGAR? 
Eight teaspoons  
[109 per cent of your 
daily intake].
EQUIVALENT�TO?� 
Two Millie’s chocolate 
chip cookies.

SWAP�FOR� A single rum 
and diet coke at just 59 
kcals and 0.3g of sugar.

COSMOPOLITAN
CALORIES� 195 kcals.
HOW�MUCH SUGAR?  
Two 
teaspoons [30 
per cent of 
your daily 
intake].
EQUIVALENT�
TO? Two 
flapjack bites.

SWAP�FOR��Single 
vodka and light 
cranberry juice at 
just 72 kcals and 
3.8g sugar.
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SWAP�FOR� A 330ml bottle  
of Coors Light beer at just  
102 kcals and 0.8g of sugar.
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MALIN�
ANDERSSON
THE�FORMER�LOVE�ISLAND�STAR�
TELLS�OK!�ABOUT�HER�JOURNEY�
TO�BETTER�MENTAL�HEALTH�AND�

BODY�CONFIDENCE…

Do you think 
that exercising 
regularly keeps 
you feeling 
uplifted? 
Yes, I exercise to 
keep my mind 
alive. I do yoga 
or Thai boxing 
as I actually love 
doing them. 

What’s your 
weekly fitness 
routine like? 
I do yoga twice 
a week, boxing sessions 
and I like to run outdoors 
in the fresh air. 

Being in the public 
eye, do you feel  
pressure to look a 
certain way?
I used to, but I 
don’t any more. 
I want to use 
my platform 
to empower 
women, instead 
of giving them 
an unrealistic 
target to look 
at. I think more 
influencers need 
to be real with 
themselves 
and stop 
editing 
photos. 

On a daily basis, 
what helps you 
the most with 
your mental 
wellbeing? 
I love self-help 
books and giving 
myself that time 
to relax. I have a 
morning routine 
that includes 
aroma therapy 
oils, candles, 
incense, writing 
in my journal 
and meditating 
for 15 minutes.  

Mental health 
is so important. 
People need  
to understand 
that suffering  
in silence is  
not ideal and 
they need to 
speak up.

What’s the 
secret to 
true body 
confidence?
Inner happiness 
and peace 

within yourself. Once you’re 
happy on the inside, the 
outside will follow. Body 
confidence is a journey 
of self-love and it can 
take time. Mine didn’t 
happen overnight.

Have you 
changed your 
diet since 
Love Island?
Yes! I eat 
way more. I 
used to be 
obsessed 

with what 
I put in my 

mouth. Now I’m 
the opposite and 

can’t stop eating!

What’s your 
favourite dinner?
I love grilled salmon 

and asparagus. 

What is it about the 
Bliss Sanctuary for 
Women that you find 
so special? 
Bliss represents 
powerful, strong women 
– something I associate 
myself with. I love going 
there to get away from 
reality. It’s a great place 
to heal and Bliss allows 
me to find the real me. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
BLISS SANCTUARY FOR WOMEN, VISIT 

WWW.BLISSSANCTUARYFORWOMEN.COM

ODDYY�CCONFIDENCE
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Above: Body 
confidence has 
been a journey 
for Malin (below)
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SWAP�FOR� Single gin  
and slimline tonic at just  
56 kcals and 0g sugar

MOJITO�
CALORIES�127 kcals
HOW�MUCH SUGAR?  
One teaspoon [15 percent 
of your daily intake].

EQUIVALENT�TO?�One 
After Eight mint 

chocolate.

p
of your daily intak

EQUIVAVV LENT TO
After Eigh

cho

A�GLASS�OF�
CHAMPAGNE
CALORIES��95 kcals.

HOW�MUCH SUGAR? 
Half a teaspoon  

[6 per cent of your  
daily intake]

EQUIVALENT�TO?�Two 
Jelly Tot sweets.

SWAP�FOR� Small glass of 
dry white wine for 93 kcals 
and less than a quarter of 
a teaspoon of sugar.

Je

BASED ON 4G SUGAR PER TEASPOON. THE 
PERCENTAGE OF DAILY AMOUNT FIGURE 
IS BASED ON ‘NO MORE THAN 30G OF 
ADDED SUGARS DAILY’.

FEATURE BY OK! HEALTH EDITOR YASMINE 
GRIFFITHS   PHOTOGRAPHS BY BRIAN LEATART/
FOODPIX, GETTY IMAGES, INSTAGRAM, LAURI 

PATTERSON, WIRE IMAGE

MEDIUM�GLASS� 
OF�MULLED�WINE
CALORIES��271 kcals.
HOW�MUCH SUGAR?  
Nine teaspoons [118 per 
cent of your daily intake].
EQUIVALENT�TO?� 
Two Krispy Kreme glazed 
doughnuts.

SWAP�FOR� A glass of dry 
red wine at just 190 kcals 
and 0.5g of sugar. OK!
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and I like to run outdoors 
in the fresh air.

Being in the public
eye, do you feel  
pressure to look a 
certain way?
I used to, but I 
don’t any more.
I want to use 
my platform
to empower 
women, instead 
of giving them 
an unrealistic 
target to look 
at. I think more 
influencers need 
to be real with 
themselves 
and stop 
editing 
photos. 

On a daily basis, 
what helps you 
the most with
your mental
wellbeing? 
I love self-help 
books and giving 
myself that time 
to relax. I have a 
morning routine
that includes
aroma therapy
oils, candles, 
incense, writing 
in my journal 
and meditating 
for 15 minutes.  
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happy on the inside, the 
outside will follow. Body 
confidence is a journey 
of self-love and it can 
take time. Mine didn’t 
happen overnight.

Have you 
changed your 
diet since 
Love Island?
Yes! I eat 
way more. I
used to be 
obsessed 

with what 
I put in my

mouth. Now I’m 
the opposite and 

can’t stop eating!

What’s your 
favourite dinner?
I love grilled salmon

and asparagus. 

What is it about the 
Bliss Sanctuary for
Women that you find 
so special?
Bliss represents 
powerful, strong women 
– something I associate
myself with. I love going 
there to get away from 
reality. It’s a great place
to heal and Bliss allows 
me to find the real me. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
BLISS SANCTUARY FOR WOMEN, VISIT 

WWW.WW BLISSSANCTUARYFORWOMEN.COM
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LOOK�OUT����IT’S�BRETT�GOLDSTEIN

‘RICKY� 
GERVAIS�RUINED�

MOST�TAKES!’

He’s a comedian, an actor, 
a writer, a director and 
he loves film – so much 
so that Brett Goldstein, 

who played Tom in Ricky Gervais’s 
show Derek, started a podcast – 
Films To Be Buried With. In the 
weekly show, Brett invites a special 
guest – so far the impressive list 
has included Ricky, James Acaster, 
Jack Whitehall and January Jones 
among many others – to talk about 
their lives through film.

Brett has also written Nan: 
The Movie with 
Catherine Tate 
and, alongside 
Stranger Things 
and Black Mirror 
screenwriter 
William Bridges, 
he’s created sci-fi 
series For Life, 
which is set in the 
future in a time 
where science 
can find your 
soulmate. Here, Brett talks to 
OK! about writing with Catherine, 
on-set laughs with Ricky and, 
obviously, films!

You have an almost encyclopedic 
knowledge of films on your 
podcast, Films To Be Buried With. 
How is that possible?
My brain has clearly decided to 
use all its memory for film. I don’t 
remember faces or the names 
of most of my family, but ask me 
what song Ursula sings in The 
Little Mermaid, I’ll scream with no 
hesitation Poor Unfortunate Souls!

You’ve mentioned on the podcast 
that you prefer going to the 
cinema alone. Why?
The cinema is one of the last places 
where you can really lose yourself. 
It’s the only place I can turn off my 

phone, be removed from the world 
and get lost in an experience.

Any embarrassing cinema 
experiences?
I once went to see Frozen on a 
Sunday morning, long after it 
had been out, because everyone 
was raving about it. The cinema 
was completely empty and I was 
delighted. I sat in the back row. Ten 
minutes into the film, a mother with 
four little girls came in. The little 
girls immediately ran straight up 

the stairs and took 
seats directly next 
to me. I looked at 
the mother like, ‘I 
didn’t plan this…’

You ask each 
guest which 
film means the 
most to them, 
not necessarily 
because of the 
film itself but the 
circumstances in 

which they saw it. What’s yours?
I went to the surprise film at 
the London Film Festival many 
years ago with my dad. The film 
started and it was Pleasantville. 
I’d seen a trailer and thought it 
looked rubbish. It turned out to 
be amazing and beautiful and 
surprisingly profound. On the 
drive home, we talked about it for 
hours. A lot of it is to do with the 
politics of ’60s America, which my 
dad knows a lot about. I’ll always 
remember that as a very special 
night where we really bonded.

You’ve written Nan: The Movie 
[out next June] with Catherine 
Tate. How was working together?
I’m very, very proud of the film. We 
set out to do something special – to 
tell the story of Nan’s life, how she 

came to be the woman 
she is. It’s very funny but 
also emotional and epic. 
I think people will be 
surprised how cinematic 
it is. It’s definitely not an 
extended episode – it’s 
a proper movie. As for 
working with Catherine, 
we’ve worked together 
for six years since we 
met on SuperBob [the 

9898
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FILM�FAN� BRETT�GOLDSTEIN �TELLS�OK!’S�
ANNABEL�ZAMMIT�ABOUT�WORKING�WITH�

THE�OFFICE�STAR�AND�CATHERINE�TATE

film Brett co-created and starred 
in] and I absolutely love writing 
with her. We spend 90 per cent 
of the day laughing, five per 
cent napping, and five per cent 
deciding what to have for lunch. 
It’s a perfect partnership.

You played Tom in Ricky 
Gervais’s Derek. It must have 
been fun to work on...
Most takes were ruined by Ricky 
laughing and making us laugh. 
It’s like he wants to ruin 
his own show but man, 
he is funny.

You’re writing For 
Life, set 15 years 
in the future where 
science can find you a 
soulmate. What made 
you want to explore the topic?
We wanted to make a show 
about modern relationships and 
were looking for a fresh way 
into it. The idea of the scientific 
discovery of a test that could 
find your soulmate and what 
that would mean to your current 
relationships, seemed a perfect 
way into those stories.

If such a test existed, would 
you take it?
I wouldn’t take it right now 
because it would feel like an 
ending. I’m like Aerosmith, I 
believe, ‘Life’s a journey, not 
a destination.’ Isn’t the search 
the fun bit?

Lastly, Christmas is coming! 
What are your must-see films 
for the festive period?
Every year I see The Muppet 

Christmas Carol Sing-
a-Long screening. 
I believe it is one 
of the most perfect 
films ever made. In 
second place, Albert 
Finney’s Scrooge. 
Then Tim Burton’s 
The Nightmare Before 

Christmas. Then Bad Santa, 
which is wildly underrated – see 
them all please!

‘FILMS TO BE BURIED WITH’ AVAILABLE  
VIA ACAST, SPOTIFY AND ITUNES
‘NAN: THE MOVIE’ AND AMC’S ‘FOR LIFE’  
BOTH DUE OUT NEXT YEAR

TWITTER.COM/ANNABEL_ZAMMIT 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY RAY BURMISTON, 

SHUTTERSTOCK   

OK!

Above: In SuperBob with 
Catherine Tate.  Above (inset): 
with Ricky Gervais in Derek

Above: ‘My brain has clearly 
decided to use all its memory for 

film,’ says Brett.  Below: Brett’s 
podcast Films To Be Buried With
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MUSIC FILM ‘CHARLIE’S�ANGELS’����A�

BOOK
TOP�TELLY

‘THE�MATCHMAKER’
CATRIONA�INNES
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TVCaitlin Carter is Britain’s answer 
to The Millionaire Matchmaker 

Patti Stanger, but much less scary! 
Her clients are hoping to find the 
elusive ‘spark’ and aspire to have an 
idyllic relationship like Caitlin and 
husband Harry – except she isn’t 
telling the entire truth. As her perfect 
world crumbles, what will be left 
in its place? The book serves as an 
important reminder to be grateful for 
what we have, rather than comparing 
our lives to Instagram! JC ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

After 16 years since the second Charlie’s 
Angels film, the third instalment in 

the franchise is here! An all-star cast sees 
Kristen Stewart, Naomi Scott and newcomer 
Ella Balinska portray a new generation of 
Angels putting their lives on the line to 
protect others. Hunger Games and Pitch 
Perfect actress Elizabeth Banks not only 
stars as Charlie’s assistant, but also directed 
the movie, which features Sam Claflin and 
Patrick Stewart. Expect action and plenty of 
feistiness from the kick-ass female leads.  
KH OUT NOVEMBER 29

‘A�FABULOUS�
CHRISTMAS’
JOHN�BARROWMAN

Newly crowned Dancing 
On Ice judge John 

Barrowman will swap sunny Palm Springs for the 
wintery UK in January. And in preparation for our 
frosty weather, the former Doctor Who star is getting 
into the Christmas spirit with his latest album. 
Crooning through classics including Sleigh Ride, 
Santa Claus Is Coming To Town and Silent Night, the 
festive season has never felt more fabulous than it is 
with John. It’s always ‘the most wonderful time of the 
year’ with him! KLF ★ ★ ★   OUT DECEMBER 6

‘THE�X�FACTOR��CELEBRITY�–�
FINAL’�ITV	�SATURDAY�NOVEMBER�
�	����pm

This year has seen sporting 
icons, film stars, influencers 

and reality stars go head to head 
to prove themselves on stage, 
and what a series it’s been. Nicole 
Scherzinger, Louis Walsh and 
Simon Cowell may have spent 
the past seven weeks behind 
the judges’ table, but we all 
know that the sofa is the real 
power seat! And now it’s their 
last chance to impress the most 
important judges of all as viewers 
vote to crown the winner of The X 
Factor: Celebrity! KLF
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CRAIG�AND�SHAUN�McANUFF
BRING�THE�SUNSHINE�OF�THE�CARIBBEAN� 

TO�YOUR�DINNER�TABLE�WITH�THESE�DISHES� 
FROM�THE�DUO’S�TRULY�FLAVA-SOME�BOOK!

PLANTAIN�AND�
CHICKPEA�CURRY

INGREDIENTS
SERVES��

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  
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INGREDIENTS

S

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

THESE RECIPES COME FROM CRAIG AND 
SHAUN McANUFF’S BOOK ‘ORIGINAL 
FLAVA: CARIBBEAN RECIPES FROM 
HOME’ (BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING, £22). 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATT RUSSELL

OK!

BANANA�FRITTERS

SERVES��
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MAGICAL�
VIENNA

MAKE�THE�MOST�OF�THE�FESTIVE�SEASON�
AND�HEAD�TO�VIENNA�WITH�ITS�ICONIC�

CHRISTMAS�MARKETS��STUNNING�VIEWS�AND�
DIVINE�DINING�DELIGHTS

WHY�GO�THERE?
Vienna is a beautiful city at any time of the year with its lavish palaces and ornate 
architecture. But in the run up to Christmas, the Austrian capital is particularly 
magical. Every year, the city’s most picturesque squares play host to Christmas 
markets (many open from mid-November) where you can take in the lovely aromas 
of scented candles, roasted chestnuts, spiced biscuits (spekulatius) and mulled 
wine (weihnachtspunsch). Throw in a good chance of a light dusting of snow and 
some seasonal ice rinks and it’s like walking inside a Christmas card.

The town hall area 
offers shopping 
and an ice rink

Vienna is like 
walking into a 

Christmas card!

WHAT�MUST�I�DO?
The city’s biggest festive market is the 
Christkindlmarkt, with 200 stalls in a stunning 
setting in front of the Town Hall on Rathausplatz. 
As well as shopping, you can also glide around the 
ice skating rink bordered by trees festooned with 
fairy lights. The festive market on Stephansplatz, 
with the city’s cathedral as its backdrop, is also 
worth a visit. A favourite with both locals and 
visitors is the picture-perfect market located in 
front of the magnificent Schönbrunn Palace, with 
its traditional handicrafts, decorations and inviting 
food and drink wooden chalets. On a smaller scale 
is the Christmas Village at Belvedere Palace. Whet 
your appetite for festive food at the Opera House’s 
advent market, where you can pick up all kinds 
of delicious foodie gifts. For a change of scenery, 
head to the Prater, the city’s most famous park, 
and take a ride on the 65-metre high Ferris wheel 
for panoramic vistas of the city. Go after dark when 
it’s lit up and the city is looking at its most magical!
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HOW�DO�I�GET�THERE?
EASYJET (WWW.EASYJET.COM) FLIES FROM LONDON GATWICK, LUTON, EDINBURGH, BRISTOL AND MANCHESTER TO VIENNA. A NIGHT’S STAY AT THE LUXURY IMPERIAL RIDING SCHOOL RENAISSANCE VIENNA 
HOTEL COSTS FROM £124 FOR A DOUBLE ROOM AND INCLUDES BREAKFAST. FOR MORE TOURISM DETAILS VISIT THE AUSTRIAN TOURIST BOARD WEBSITE AT WWW.AUSTRIA.INFO/UK.

WHERE�TO�DINE�AND�BE�SEEN
‘Kaffee und Kuchen’ – coffee and cake – is the most civilised of Viennese 
rituals. You can’t come to Vienna without trying Sachertorte, the divine 
chocolate cake that was invented in the city. Order a slice of the Original 
Sacher-Torte at the lavish Sacher Eck café within the five-star Hotel 
Sacher. Also native to the city is apple strudel and you can enjoy a slice 
in the majestic surroundings of Café Gloriette, where you can also view 
the beauty of the Schönbrunn Palace gardens through the floor-to-ceiling 
window. Enjoy another bite of history at Griechenbeisl, the city’s oldest 
restaurant, founded in 1447. OK! recommends the mouth-watering 
goulash with potato rosti, or the wiener schnitzel. 

FEATURE BY ZOE HILL   EDITED BY OK! TRAVEL EDITOR ANNABEL MACKIE 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALAMY, WIENTOURISMUS/CHRISTIAN STEMPER 

The lavish 
Sacher 
Eck café

OK! loved  
the hotel’s 

indoor pool

WHERE�TO�STAY
OK! stayed at the Imperial Riding School Renaissance Vienna 
Hotel. Back in the 19th Century, the building housed a 
military riding school, but it has now been transformed into a 
stylish 369-room hotel. The city’s sights are on the doorstep 
and there’s a tube and railway station that links to the airport 
close by. There’s a gym and indoor pool if you’ve overdone 
the Viennese pastries or you can just relax in the sauna – but 
do remember that the Austrians enjoy their saunas naked!

OK!
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APEX�TEMPLE�COURT�HOTEL�� 
FLEET�STREET��LONDON

HOTSPOT

Left: OK! stayed in a lavish 
Grand Suite. Below: The 

Amicable Society of Lazy 
Ballerinas is a favourite 

among celebrities

WHY�GO?
You’ll be blown away from the get-go at 
Apex Temple Court Hotel. With a neoclassical 
archway entrance off busy Fleet Street leading 
to a serene courtyard, this hidden away four-
star hotel seems far removed from the hustle 
and bustle of London – despite being just ten 
minutes from Theatreland. As the first hotel 
to be built in one of London’s Inns of Court, 
Apex Temple Court is a post-war building rich 
in history. But after its multi-million extension, 
Temple Suite, was unveiled this year, guests 
can enjoy brand new and luxurious rooms…

WHAT’S�TO�LOVE�ABOUT�IT?
Boasting 550 sq ft, there’s plenty of room 
to relax in one of four Grand Suites in the 
Temple Suite – where OK! was lucky enough 
to stay. The high ceilings, period feature 

fireplaces and detailed coving 
echo the building’s historic 
original interior, while the plush 
décor – like the bespoke teal 
velvet sofas in the sitting room 
– adds a modern luxe touch. 
Taking centre stage and dividing 
the bedroom from the sitting 
room is the wardrobe, with two 
TVs either side, plus a built-in vanity table. 

Walk down the room’s tiled hallway and 
you’re greeted with a spacious marble 
bathroom with a huge standalone bathtub 
and an abundance of Temple Spa products. 
The underfloor heating and the mirror TV on 
the wall are welcome surprises. 

Once you’ve managed to force yourself 
out of the jaw-dropping sumptuous room, 
guests booked into the hotel’s superior rooms 

can access the exclusive Club 
Lounge, and help themselves to 
snacks, wines and soft drinks.

MUST-DO
Just a minute stroll across the 
courtyard is The Amicable Society 
of Lazy Ballerinas. A brand new 
decadent wine bar, it serves wines 
from all corners of the globe and 
is already a celeb favourite, with 
recent guests including Love Island 
stars Montana Brown, Camilla 
Thurlow and Laura Anderson. OK! 
enjoyed red wines from South 
Africa, Portugal and Argentina 
while tucking into small plates 

of pulled pork and apple croquettes with 
chargrilled sweetcorn and corn purée (£7), 
aged flat iron steak (10.50) and lazy mess 
(a take on Eton mess) with Chantilly cream, 
rosemary meringue and gin-infused summer 
berries (£6.50). Delicious!
FOR MORE, VISIT WWW.APEXHOTELS.CO.UK 

y g g , p g
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Below: Relax in a king-sized 
bed. Right: The hotel is the 
first to be built in one of 
London’s Inns of Court

OK!
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RUSSELL�GRANT

You start to feel frustrated by people 
in authority regarding an insurance, 
tax or inheritance matter. Someone in 
a position of power refuses to budge. 
It’s a waste of time and energy arguing 
with professionals.  
STARLINE�����������	��
**

You feel in an optimistic mood,  
which will inspire those around you. 
Take this opportunity to charge ahead 
towards a special goal. A relative will 
make a few suggestions, which you 
appreciate, but don’t have to adopt. 
STARLINE�����������	���**

Life at home could be problematic  
as past events come under discussion 
and you have to rely on memory  
to strengthen your case. It could be 
that your recollections are distorted.  
Keep your thoughts to yourself. 
STARLINE�����������	���**

You prefer to stick to practical and 
sensible methods with your finances, 
although someone in the family wants 
to splash out. It’s not a good idea to 
take risks, even if someone is being 
highly persuasive about you doing so.  
STARLINE�����������	��	**

A sudden change in circumstances 
could result in you taking a long trip. 
You’re okay about this, but also 
annoyed as people who could be 
helping have conveniently forgotten 
to mention they have firm plans.  
STARLINE�����������	���**

You will be tested at work as  
someone is making mountains out  
of molehills. The only way to keep  
the peace is to grin and bear it.  
If they try to drag you into a debate, 
just remove yourself from the scene.  
STARLINE�����������	��**

The atmosphere is tense both at home 
and at work. Before blaming someone 
else, look at your own attitude. A little 
compromise will work wonders. Your 
intuition combines well with your 
practical handling of a situation.  
STARLINE�����������	���**

Ignoring financial issues won’t resolve 
them – clear debts by consolidating 
all your loans and restructuring your 
finances. A money management 
agency will help. Breaking a bad  
habit will be good for your health. 
STARLINE�����������	���**

There has never been a better time to 
take an exotic trip. If you can’t arrange 
it so you can shake familiar dust from 
your feet, get together with friends 
and start planning a future holiday. 
But don’t push yourself too much. 
STARLINE�����������	���**

You will be very accident-prone this 
week. Watch what you say or a joking 
remark could be misconstrued. You 
might wonder whether everyone else 
has lost their sense of humour.  
A partner is irresponsible with money.  
STARLINE�����������	�
�**

As you plan ahead for Christmas and 
New Year, you become more aware of 
insurance and other annual payments. 
A creative assignment or putting in 
some overtime could bring in enough 
money to meet expenses. 
STARLINE�����������	�

**

OUR�ASTROLOGER�TELLS�YOU�ALL�YOU�NEED�
TO�KNOW�ABOUT�YOUR�WEEK�AHEAD!

ARIES
MARCH 21 – 

APRIL 20

TAURUS
APRIL 21 – 

MAY 21

GEMINI
MAY 22 – 
JUNE 21

CANCER
JUNE 22 –  
JULY 23

LEO
JULY 24 –  

AUGUST 23

VIRGO
AUGUST 24 – 

SEPTEMBER 23

LIBRA
SEPTEMBER 24 – 

OCTOBER 23

SCORPIO
OCTOBER 24 – 
NOVEMBER 22

SAGITTARIUS
NOVEMBER 23 – 
DECEMBER 21

CAPRICORN
DECEMBER 22 – 

JANUARY 20

AQUARIUS
JANUARY 21 – 
FEBRUARY 19

PISCES
FEBRUARY 20 – 

MARCH 20

You need to find a happy balance 
between work and play. It’s important 
to find an outlet for your creative 
energies. Whether making jewellery, 
restoring furniture or cooking, working 
with your hands will give you pleasure. 
STARLINE�����������	�
�**
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This December is an important month for 
Faye Tozer, as she’s set to celebrate her 
tenth wedding anniversary! A decade 
ago, the former Steps singer exclusively 

invited OK! to join her as she tied the knot 
with Michael Smith at County Durham’s 
Beamish Hall. 

For Faye, now 44, meeting Michael was 
love at first sight. She told us: ‘When I met him 
that night, I said to my agent: “I’ve just met 
my future husband.”’ 

The singer, who was a finalist on last year’s Strictly Come Dancing, 
was previously married to Jesper Irn, but the couple split in 2006. Faye 
admitted she was nervous about ‘committing again’. She explained: 
‘Obviously that was at the back of my mind, but you have to move on and 
think about the rest of your life and think about what will make you happy.’ 

Faye and Michael were joined on their big day by their son Benjamin, 
who was nine months old at the time. On starting their family together,  

Faye told OK!: ‘It 
happened very quickly 
and I ended up doing 
panto while seven months 
pregnant. And Benjamin 
is such a treat, a blessing 
– he’s a really happy baby 
and very bright. We’re 
dead proud.’

Also among the 
congregation were some 
of Faye’s former Steps 
bandmates, including 
Claire Richards, who  
was heavily pregnant  
with her daughter Daisy. 

With the risk that Claire 
may go into labour at any 
moment, Faye told OK!: 
‘We placed her in a very 
strategic place in the room 
and we gave her details  
of the local hospitals, just 
in case.’ 

But that wasn’t the only 
drama of the evening. 
Fellow Steps star Ian ‘H’ 
Watkins was rushed to 
hospital after choking on 
his food! Luckily, he made 
it back in time to party  
the night away, so there 
was no big tragedy!
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STRICTLY�COME�DANCING�STAR�FAYE�TOZER�AND�FIANCE�
MICHAEL�SMITH�INVITE�OK!�TO�THEIR�WINTERY�WEDDING

ISSUE�����DECEMBER� 
����

Above: Faye, 
Michael and 
Benjamin. Right: 
The happy couple 
cut the cake
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